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' ' W'ithout exception, we plan to eliminate those wh? were hired 1mddtlie rn:itimtion to pm .
friends ir-'1 cronies iri office who are under qualified.,'

- Gov. Rod Blagoje'lich
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Syllabi.
disclaimers
raise policy
questions~
Students scrambl~
· · for answers abol_f t ..
substitute instructors
Kristina Dailing
Daily Egyptian
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af ffie s.o'uth'em-lllinois !',irport Wednesday afteinoon·during a tour of the

state. Blagojevich answered a barrage of questions regarding his decision to fire 35 state employees George Ryan hjred just before
leaving office.
·

xpl inS.firin s
Gov. outlines plans
to cut frivolous
:~pending in Illinois
Elrian Peach

Daily Egyptian

Bombarded \\ith questions about
his decision to fire 35 state employees
his sec.:md da,· in office, Gm·. Rod
Bla;,..,je,ich spoke Wednesday to a
few dozen local citizens along \\ith
at least one ,ictim of the layoffs.
Brad Cole, Carbondale city
councilman, sat quietly in the back
of the meeting room at Southern
Illinois Ail}'On in i\forphysboro
;md listened to wh1· he was fired
Tuesday from his n~w job as prop··
erty manager. Mmphysboro w:is one
of BlagojC\ich·s many stops :iround
the state.
This message was followed by the
on

· announcement that more state woxkers - who were hired into various
positions by former Gov. George
Ryan late in his term - would be
fired as soon as the governors legal
team Te\iewed the list of walkers
and decided who could be most easily fired "ithout risk of retribution,
Blagoje,ich said.
· "The indhiduals put in place have
:ill benefited since Nov. 15," he said.
"\'Vithout exception, we plan to eliminate those who were hired under the
motivation to put friends and cronies
in office who are underqualified.
"They were simply appointed;
Blagoje\'ich said. "If those indhiduals terminated have a desire to have
a job in the state government, then I
urge them to reapply."
Sen. Larry Woolard, D·
Canenille, shm,·ed his support for
the governor at the conference and,
aftenvard, said' he "wholeheartedly"
supported the decision. to ,examine

those hired and then decide who ,,-ell-qualified by the selection senice
should be dismissed.
. . .
for the job and I w:as hired," Colc
"I think that wheri we get the said •. "I· don't know what else I can
other several ht.inc'red, I'll be saris• do. Apparently it wasn·r enough."
fied," Woolard said. "[Bl:igojC\ich).
. Bbgojevich said_- that when
has made the correct adjustment for another.: application process takes
the citizenry of this state." · - ·· • place,. so·me of those positions "ill
A hiring spike similar to this · probably be rcfilled. · ·.
one occurred before Ryan came into , , Bbgojcvich, ,with fewer than 50
office, and.Bl:igojC\ich responded to hours. of gubernatorial. c.xpeiience,
comments about how a fo\'. of those also said he would place limits on
indhiduals sued the state to keep nC\V state hirings due to the S5 biltheir jobs. He said legal action is one liori budget deficit the state is facing.
of his concerns, but by using a legal In addition, he said he would examteam to examine the positions filled inc the use of state vehicles.
· Bl:igojC\ich said he is still comin November, cutbacks cin be mad.:
with minimal court action.
mined to balancing the state budget
Cole said he has no plans to take \\ithout raising taxes, but will not
leg:tl _action or even reapply for the explain how until a later date.
position. He said he docs not sec hmv
&perter Sam Hoder
reappljing would do any good, and
contributtd to this story
prefers to devote time to his mayoral
campaign until April when elections
&porter Brian Peath ,an br rt:ached at
take place.
bpcach@dailyeroptian.com
"I applied for the job, I w:is rated

Reading and homewoxk assignments have been distributed to
students, yet disclaimers on cert:un
facultys syllabi 1cm: questions on what
assignments will really count in the
· event of :1 fuculty strike.
Many faculty members have disttibutcd their S}ilabi to students with
comments about \\nether the\' \\ill
accept work or grades from a substitute
instructor in their absence.
Yet f.trultv and administrators ban,
shown no apnent on what the policies arc and wh:it students can expect
in regard to substitute instructors, wotk
or grades in case of a faculty strike.
In a letter sent out last week lo the
f.truln; Associate Prm-ost for Personnel
and Student Policy J:imcs Stacl:,, ~-::.1':d
that the Madministr.ition has the right
and n:spon51oility to meet d~ iostructional rommitment made to students."
Sue Ila.is, SIUC's executi;-e Jirec.
tor of media and commwiication
· resources, said the administ:ratnrs do
have the right to reassign the cbss to
a substitute if there is a faculty s:rikc
because it is a University polig~
•rm not sure if it is written down
~ny place, but it is the practice of the
University," D.nis said.
Many deans and department chairs,
ho\\'t:\'Cf,arc unsure ofwhat procedures
should be followed in the .,.,,nt of a
faculty strike.
Shirl_cy Scott, dean of the College
of L'beral Arts, and other. directors
from the college met ~,ith Prm-ost and
Vice Chancellor John Dunn Tu~y
to discuss University polig· on the
issue.
"Normally if there is a substitute
for a faculty member we do accept the
grades," Scott said. "But we have DC\'Cf
dealt "ith a strike before and these arc
~'CI}' complicated issues."
In a letter sent to the faculty by
1\foneza Dancshdoost, president of
the association, he said prmiding alter,
native instructors "ithout the consent
offacultywould be a "mockcyofquality education,• which he said, ."should

• ·

See SYLLABI; page 13

Search continues for 28 neW SIUC faculty members

One assistant professor
hired to begin in Fall
Katie Davis
Daily Egyptian

One assistant professor has been hired as pan
of SIUC Chancellor Walter Wendlers strategic
hiring plan for 28 new faculty, and dcpamnent
heads arc still accepting applications to fill the
remaining positions.
·
. •
.
The strategic hiring plan, unveiled last
October, was designed to. d = the faculty/
s~cnt ratio and ~de relief ,and ~

opponunitics to. nationally recognized depart- next fall..
.
. •
. jourrials .for three - ~ t c professors. He said
men ts.
.
. H = Elsaid; department chair, S2Jd they they are rn the beginning stages ofa long process
Many departments arc ~till in_ the ini~ were ~ g for n:-v
befo~ Wendler ~tcantakemonths.Theiraf!plicationdcidline
stages of th= scuch and ,viii continue taking announced. his strategic hiring plan rn October. IS Feb. 15, but the worli. docsnt stop then. .
applications into next month. F"'v ha,-e nar- Wang was one' of the departments top three
"You ha~·e a committee review applications,
rowed the field to inter.fovs, and one is prepar7 choices for the position; out of30 candidates.
make decisions; he said. "Then we. intcmC\V,
ing to make offers.
Prm-ost and Vice ChancellorJohn D~ said make a decision, submit that to the' dean, and
· The Fmance Department in the College that while he is unaw:ue ofthe scuches' prog=s then make the offer thcy,vill hopefully ac:cq,L• ·
of Business and Administration has hired a . at this point, he is confident departments are · . Some department heads said the 28• nC\~ •
new assistant pro(essor, ·arid the psychology selecting outstanding candidates; . : • ·.. .
hires should ha-1-e been .all~tcd. diff=ntly
· department is ready to make offen; for one of · "The goal is to find an!i =ii.t quality indi- · bctwccn. ~epartments. 1ncy also said 28 new .
its positions, but is continuing to interview for ,.,jdualsand 1:iringthcm to~ecamp1,1s;hcsaid. faculty probably was I_!Ot enough in the .first
the other two.
'
. •
• ·
·. Aldo Migone, chair, of the Physics phcc. ~
. Shcny Wang, .27, a doctoral · student :at , Department in the College· of Science, said the ..· - - - - - - - - - - , - - , - - - - ~ ~ St1tc U~ty, will join ~C ~ e n t just ~tly placrd ads in_ varlous
· •,,
. See. SEARCH; _page 13 '. ' ' ·
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city officials ln Lubbock \Vere preparing a statement
Wednesday morning. the Lubbock Avalanche-Journal
reported on its online edition.
Information on the precise number al vials taken was
not reported, according to the Associated Press.
With the U.S. mission in Afghanistan now forused on
Bubonic plague is an inl~ious disease ~1.anima!s and
rebuilding the shattered nation, top Pentagon officials are
· humans caused by a bactenum named Yers1ma pest1s.
!X~fh~~ ~:1b;ee:~~~d!i for the effort .and determine
Def uty Defense Secretal)' Paul Wolfowitz led a delega- :::itg~1~a~iai~teib~~~ri~~~rb~~1~,~~:J~~i;~r~~
pet The disease is treatable with antibiotics.
~~~g~ t~~s;rii:~i~v~t~1:ni1ft~: ~~:a~~:r'i:~d:Jo~
so far and chart the future course of relief programs.
Wollowitz joined Defense Department finance chief Dov
Court protects Mickey Mouse
Zakht-im, who is visiting allies to press for more and laster
aid to rebuild Afghanistan.
The Supreme Court upheld lengthier copyrights proTnere are no plans to reduce the 8,000 or so U.S.
tecting the profits of songs, books and cartoon characters
troops in Afghanistan - and Pentagon officials hope to
on Wednesday -a huge victoiy for Walt Disney and other
SP,eed up the rebuilding process.

US. committed to Afghan
reconstruction, offidals say
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co~!";~~· ruling. while not unexpected, was a blow .to
Internet publishers and others who wanted to make old
books available online and use the likenesses of a Mickey
Mouse cartoon and other old creations without paying
high royalties.
.
. .
Hundreds of thousands of books, movies and songs .
were dose to being released into public domain when
Congress extended the copyright by 20 years in 199B,
according to the Associated Press.

Samples of bubonic plague
taken from Texas Tech

Eng I is h

Speaking & Listening in English
. :I ' Authorities we~e looking into the apparent t~e~ _!lf
samples of bubonic plague from Texas Tech Unrversrty
GS Q Secon d Language
~ • • SciencesCenteronWednesday.
.
-, ·
· t t· .
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•
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. Israel s Labor says
~i~~~:1!:fe~!!ieJ~~a~~: ~ aesJatt, ~~ti~:au~·~~~
lp.m. to l:SO p.m.
: it won't 1'oiri Sharori
and was unable to build a parliament majority without
r.
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Contact the Division of Continuing Education at
618 536 7751 or wwwdce siu edu
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High quality and lovi pr_ices
are guaranteed at Meineke
·
•SHOCKS

•BRAKES

-OIL CHANGE
•CV JOINTS •STRUTS
•BRAKES
•TIRE BALANCING

Nationwide. Ufetime
Guarantees
Open
MON-SAT
Ba.m. to 6p.m.

www.meineke_com
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throw Israel into politic.allimboahertheJan. 28 election.
1
0 1
tion~~~G~a~e~;i~~
b~~ ie~;er
Amram Mitzna able to form a government. and could
·
· , even farce Israel into yet another_ election.
Polls suggest.that Sharon's Likud will emerge as.the :
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U.N. inspectors visit
pres'1dent"1al palaCa.•e in Baghdad

U.N. arms experts spent four hours searching a
main presidential' palace in the heart of Iraq's capital
Wednesday, mak;ng their second visit to a residence of
President Saddam Hussein since inspectors resumed last
~~:t1J=~~th"~1,t~~~e~;~~~r:e;~J~/ "trol parlia•
year.
0
.
The inspectors, who are seeking weapons of mass
~i1!~a~~~;~~,e~~tJ:t~!~~!~~~?u~~1e:nt~ta~'.s •
destruction, visited a complex in the al-Karadah district·
· Without labor, Sharon would be forced to seek allies
known popularly as the Old Palace.
among ultranalionalist and religious parties. According to
. lt was not immediately known if Saddam was in thr.
current surveys, such a constellation would win 63 seats
palace Wednesday without speaking to reporters, who
in the 120-member parliament - enough to rule. •
were prevented by guards entering. Palace official Abu
Such a slim majority could lead to instability because
Mohammed lssawi said inspectors searched residential
Sharon would be vulnerable to politic.al demands from
buildings and the offices of a war veterans agency.
0

308· East Main St.

Five-day Forecast

Today

Carbondale, IL

·: 457-3527

Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

High 27
Low 11

meineke
DiJ!Caunt Muffler:,,

SnO\\I starting early in the
mor:ning and continuing into
the early evening hours.

. Partly Cloudy
Light Snow
Partly Cloudy
Partly Cloudy
Partly Cloudy

CALENDAR

33/15
3?/22
47/17
37/10

Average high: 39
Average low: 21
lhursday's precip: 60 %
Thursday's hi/low: 27/11

POI.ICE REPORTS
Today

Mo~:a~~~°f a~~~~'.:!,~~~:;d:;:t"J;:J;~"a~.~fi:~ is
estimated at S2,696. Police have no suspects.

• Choral Union-concert choir - choral auditions

·

Almanac
25/10

sign-up sheets in Northwest Annex 133

• A 29-year-old woman reported shaving cream was
put on her vehicle between 8 a.m. and 3:30 p,m. Tuesday.
It is unknown if the vehicle's paint was damaged.

• Teach-in for War on Iraq and MU< Jr.

Student Center, Ballroom D

7p.m.

~u:1~~;t

6
p.rr:.
t~~~fo;n~;,j_c~:,;::1/~~~i;:1~db;ui.; 0.
Police have no suspects.
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the University is not using a •spy" service to deliberately
catch students or faculty misusing computers on campus.
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Industry Association of America the Interactive Digital
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• In Tuesday's issue of the DAILY EGYPTIAN, the front
page article •elagojevich boots R)'iln's appointments'
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Assistants allowed to honor ~!~!!~:uun.•
vote
Potential faculty union strike ~=.li?'.i;'i:-~~
Register to

today

Alea between 9 a.rn. and 2 p.m.

Graduates will ·
not take on
extra work load

. Koropchak said another potential also said students who do not cross Council, said graduate assistants
prob!em a faculty stri~ could ha\-c the picket line will not ha\'C their ha\'C been guaranteed they will not
· -on graduate students is that some assistantships pulled. However, he be fired for supporting the strike and
assistants may not be needed without said the Uni\'Crsity docs not give paid will not be given additional duties,
professors present Koropchak said he "strike time:
but they arc expected to fulfill their
is still trying to reduce the possible
Wen~ler also said the University contract with the Unwenity.
Ev:in Smith, ,. graduate student
effects of the strike on students.
will be sensitive to the duties of
Greg Cima
-"Allmyro~'lionswithGPSChavc teaching and graduate assistants if and assistant director of the Big
Daily Egyptian
been to allay their fens and minimize there is a faculty strike. He said the;, Muddy Film Festival, md he bin
their invohi:ment," Koropchak said. will not be asked to teach additional support of the faculty, but he has not
Teaching assistants and braduate "Only ncg:ati\'C things an come of · classes beause that could hurt a· thoughtofhowhewillbeaffcctcdby
as.sistants who honor a faculty picket having students invohi:d:
relationship between the professors a strike.
,
line in the event of a strike will not'
Koropchak said he is "still opti- and graduate students.
. . • "It'sa ~n~ for me," Smith _said.
lose their jobs,just pay during their mistic and still hopeful reasonable
\Vendler, however, said the
_Our pos111on 1S to honor_the picket
absence.
people can come to a reasonable University had a responsibility to fill line and m:>,e off campus.
John Koropchak, dean of the solution."
classrooms during a strike because
• In cisc of a 'strike, he will try to'
Graduate School, said graduate
The University · pays about of the. contract made by studen!J': hold the festival off ampus but he
docs not kn;nvwhatwill happen with
assistants would be expected to con- 11.36 million annually for teaching payments.
·
. •
tinue performing their duties during assistants at SIUC, according .to
He said the Unr:mity will fill a plarlS to use the Student Center as a
a strike, b-Jt would not be fired for Da..,.id Wilson, associate dean of the positio!\ if an instructor is sick, on \'CnUe next month if the strike docs
refusing to work.
Graduate School There arc approxi- strike or simply walks away. At this
The Faculty Association voted matcly 800 teaching · assistants on point, \Vendler said he _was unsure of occur.
to gi\'c union President Morten staff, half of them teaching core . haw he would do that
.&pmrrGrrgCi1114
Daneshdoost :he ability to call a curriculum classes.
Amy Silc,,,:n, president of the
can k rradxd at
strike on or after Feb. 3.
gcima@dailyegyptian.com
Chancellor Walter Wendler Graduate and Professional Student

Several SIU students .win photo; ~wards
SIU gradt tate student
wins grand prize
out of 1,222 entrants
Brett Luster
Daily Egyptian

SIUC photop,phy and art students won top
aw;1rds in a worldwide photogr.iphy contest for the
·
·
·
sixth year in a row.
Josh Sanscri a graduate student in art from
Portland, Ore., won the grand prize in the portfolio category this year for his documentary work
on Afrian•American coal miners in Southern
Illinois
The applicants wi.-rc chosen from a pool ofl ,222
entrants from 110 schools from SC\'Cn countries in
a contest sponsored by the Photographic Imaging
Education Association.
Sanseri said he received help from Da_n
O\'erturf, a photography professor and professor
emeritus Da\,: Gilmore. Sanscri worked close with
Overturf throughout the documentary process.
Sanseri started taking pictures in high school
when he was 15. He was cmplO)i:d in a amera
shop his senior year in high school and also worked
in a commercial photo lab in his hometown. He
transferred to SIUC after hearing about the school

from one of his coworkers.
"A friend of mine that I worked with at the
photo lab went here and I was looking for a good
program," he said.
Sanscri worked with another SIU graduate in
Chiago as first assistant, with celebrity shoots that
include football star Mike Singletary and racing
sensation Dale Earnhardt.
"This program has really opened up a lot of
doors for people," he said. "Dan and Oa\'c have
both been great inspirations for me: _
.. .
Other SIUC winners include Stephen \Veocr,:who won first prize in the Single lmagc ·category·
and ?1ilY Thompson, wh~ won third place in
port.ohos.
All awarded entries vill be on display in Las
Vegas , at · this year's •Photographic Marketing
Association and PIEA shaw where more than
30,000 people attend annually.
.
The shaw ,vill then tour multiple sites in the
United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, South Af.-ia
.
· JOSH SA.NSERI - DAILY EGYPTIAN
and across the United States between March 2003
The · above photograph of Robert
and 2005, reaching abou: 500,000 pcop_lc. ·
Parker was.taken as part of the AfricanAs Sanscri continues his eduation· at SIUC,
he said he continues to gel with professors· and he. -_- .American :·coal Miner Documentary
continues to learn.
··
Project. Jhis _p_hoto, along with
"A good portfolio, I guess, is cohesive," he said.
the .• rest Qf Josh_: Sanseri's portfolio

f

&pcrttr Brrtt Lu1ttr
·· ·· can br rrachrd at
Bluster@dailyrgyptian.com

documenting black coal mlners in
Southern Illinois, won grand prize in a
contest sponsored by the Photographic
Imaging e4ucation Association,.

~~r:i?

e1e:ins'l1 :te~~ntt_e1
~~ljYb~
~~~~~~r~~~":
will take place April I with the last day
to register to vote being March 4. •
For more information on ·voter
registration, :ontad the Jackson
County derk's office at 687-7360 or
Carbondale City Hall at 549-5302.

I!~:
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d
schoolers needed
,

Tutors aor gra e

Tutors are needed to work with
elementary studerm in tlenton and Mt
Vernon through the federal. "America
• Reads" project. As an "Ame~ca Read~•
tutor, students spend approximately 10
to 15 hO';'rs per week working. one-on-·
r,.,~e ::;: ~~U ::r~":o!e:r~~:i
students.
ho!~d~pr.:'3~s ,,ai;;e SS~~~ilati;
in !he Cooperaliv,, Eaucation and

~J~~~~5:~~~~:~t ~~~~:

College in Ina. For more information.
students should cor,tad Mark Clark
at 457-5321, ext. 352 or 1-800-3695321 (m-cfistrid residen:S only).

Be smart to your
heart
"Heart Smart for Women• is open
for women between the ages of 25 and
65. The class emphasizes !he benefits
of nutrition and moderate eJ<ercise for
women at various stages throughput
theirrrves. .
The series is being offered from
11 a.rn. to I . p.m. Saturday at the
RLC M.:irketplace,. room 344, in Mt
1
~~

::~ri!'.%,:!i~f:~~~~r

~i~e;rtaJ:;'>Alti;f~a~f1~ ~~~!i

618-437-5321, eJ<l 251.

Understand wine and
its uses through Rend
Lake College courses
The Community Education prosrlm at Rend Lake College is seeking
mcfrviduals with an appreciation of
wine interested in learning more about
the drink or for people v.ho would lilt.e
to make their OIM1..
~ne Appreciation• is a course
designed to provide a basic understanding of v.ine and its uses. This
non-aeait das-; is being offered at two .
locations, the Pheas..,nt hollow Winery
in Whittington and BoBo's Restaurant
in Ml Vernon.

For more information. contact RLC
Director ·of· Community Education

Dawn Gibson at 61a..i37-5321.

*. . . . ..
.
A:ttention: lnterDational t~tudentsl I
~

INTERESTED IN GRADUATE SCHOOL?

PLEASE JOIN US FOR A PRESENTATION ON:THURSDAY, JANUARY 23

6:00;8:O0
.
STUDENT CENTER.:.-VIDEO LOUNGE
Specifically for soplioiiiores,juniors and seniors -

Many opportunities exist at SIUC for continuing your education and obtaining a graduate degree:
JUST MAJUUED trGll) 01GfT"1.
4JOHI09-l0 .
WlU> nlORNBEllllYS
(l'GJDIOrTAL
SHUO
DANOS OF NEW YOU: (Ill
4. SIUS
DllUMLINI! (l'Gtll
4'107:JOIO.CS
MAID IN MANHATTAN (FOUi
4l07,t01•.45
CATOIMI
IF TOUCAN (FOUi DIOITAL
H0S.009'40
TWO WEUS NOTICE (FOUi
S.007:45 ICXIO
ANtWONEFlSHEJt(FOU)DIOITAL
4.006:4S9-JO

•

I

STARTS FRJDAYI

AIIOl11' SCIIMIDT(lt) IXGITAL

I

• Learn what programs arc available and how to l!pply
· · • Learn how to find out what u· the right program for you
• Hear how to gather information on the program of your choice • Learn what funding~«: ha~e and how to increase
.
·.
bcfi .... -- your chances or obtaining 1t
0 ~.: ~ I.cam what graduate tests may be required and
• Find out how to meet the English language rcqwrcmcnt
·you apply
. . '; :;, ·how/where to take them
.

••THE EARLIER YOU APPLY AND COMPLETE THE.APPLICATION PROCESS, THE BETTER YOUR
CHANCES \VILL BE FOR OBTAINING ADMiSSIONAND FINANCIA:LASSISTAN~E!••
START NO_W AND FIND OUT IF YOU'RE INTERES17!!1)!' l'URSUJl!G GRADUATE EDUCAilON AT SIUC/ ·
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT LU LYONS- IN'.fHE GRADUATE SCHOOL ADMISSIONS OFFICE
@·4S3-4S 12 OR SEND AN E-MAIL 1'0 I 1:YONS@SIU EDU

PLEASE CONTACT ME IF YOU PLAN TO ATIEND, .

I" ..
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Students deployed to Turkey
during winter break come back
with more than just war stories
story & photos by BRENDAN COLLIER

\rvi'i
u

atthew Arms, a senior in
lL":_j music busines_s and aircraft
',\
structural maintenance
"
journeyman with the Illinois
Air N uionJI Guard, was unfamiliar with
Turkish culture and Islam before his recent
trip to Turkey. He ,·isitcd Adana's Mosque,
which is said to be the largest l\luslim worship center in the country. The experience
was \'cry enlightening for him and he said
· that Islam and mainstream Christianity had
• many similarities. He was also surprised to ·
• • · sec a strong \Vestern influence on Turkish
. : pop-culture.
..
·
..- :,;,
"Young people o\'cr there wore the sam~
• jeans and sweaters I sec c,-cry day on cam. pu~~~\~:~~:itdSIUC studc~t~ rctu;ncd
to their families for winter break, a handiul of them spent their time away from
,chool at lncirlik Air Base, Turkey. The .
,tudents, all members of the Illinois :\ir
National Guard's 126th Air.Refueling
\Ving, were deployed to support Operation
Enduring Freedom, the name gi\'en by the
Department of Defense to President Bush's
war on terrorism.

Thou~h the students went to Turke,• for
militar\' rurr,oses, man\' CJmc back with a
more ~e.1.,i~gful, pers:.nal, experience.
\ \'hen the deployed siudents were not
busy supporting aciial refueling missions·:··
o\'cr Afghanistan. they took their time . ..:
abroad as an opportunity to learn more
about other cultures and make new friends.
Chris Bcslec, a senior in a\'iation man•.l:cmcnt and .1; rcr.1ft ;;uid.1ncc & control
systems journeym.1n in the Air Guard, left
for Turke,· a week before finals and had to
take "in,.;mpletes" in all of his cldsses.
Despite this, he said the ll)0St difficulty
he encountered came from his off-campus
affairs, such as paying his bills and getting
his rent in.

BRE:NDAN COLLl~R - OAIL.V EGYPTIAN

A man pauses for traditional prayer in Adana's recently constructed mosque. Members of the Air
f'Jational Guard from SIUC used their deployment as an opportunity to learn about Islam and Turkish
culture.

"The instructors were completely understanding," Besler said.
Besler, who has been with the Air Guard
for the past four and half years, said the trip
was worth the inconvenience of his makeup work because of all the experiences he'd
had and new things he had learned. He
said he was proud to have been a part of the
deployment.
"I felt like I was in\'ol\'ed in something
more important than myself," Besler said.
Besler said the trir was both a great
learning experience and an opportunity to
earn a few extra holiday dollars. He plans to
apply the extra money he made on the trip
to his savings for a motorcycle. According
to the Air F.-,rce news service, personnel
assigned to Operation Enduring Freedom
at lncirlik are eligible for combat zone tax
exclusion.
·
Turkey w.,s not an unfamiliar place for
Russell Noble, a junior in aviation management and KC-13S crew chief in the Air
, Guard. Noble has family in Istanbul but
had not visited the country in a few years.
BRENDAN COLLIER - O&ILY EcvPTIAN • He took the opportunity to visit a few
A young boy offers hand-picked dandelions to SIUC · castles and ucheological sites near the base.
guardsmen in a gesture of friendship. Many of the campus Although he was already familiar with the
soldiers were surprised to find warmth and hospitality from country, he said the e.'Cperience was still very
the Turks during their time abroad.
posith·e for him, especially seeing his co-

-•
- • · ~ ~ - • - • • _ : _ ,_•,_••_•••_••_:,_•,_•:_,:_,,_ _ _ _ _•_•_•_•_•' _ _
• •_ _ _
' o i

workers learn more about Turkish culture.
•You learn a lot of things that yon can't.
reall\' articulate," Noble said.
Turkey, a country slightly larger than
the state of Texas, has been in deliberation
with the United States recently m:er the
expanded use of its bases in the e,·ent the
United States chooses to remove Iraqi leader
Saddam Hussein. Ac:ording to the United
States European Command's website,
coalition forces also U!e lncirlik Air Base as
the heddquarters for Operation Northern
\Vatch, a combined task force operation
that denies flight in Iraq north of the 36th
parallel.
The Air Force News Service says roughly
58,000 guard~men and reservists arc now
on active duty in support of Operation
Enduring Freedom. As more of them eome
home, m,my will now have a better underst.tnding of their world neighbors.
•Traveling opens peoples' eyes to the
rest of the world. It's easier to dislike or
be afraid of something that's alien to you,"
Noble uid. "When you meet somebody it's
easier to relate."

Rrporttr Brtndan Collier
carz ht rrachrd at
bcollier@dailyegyptian.com
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-Faculty Association remains optimistic
Ben Botkin
D.1ily Egyptian

produce a contr.ict.
in the past :hat basing sal.iry increases
"The SIUC Faculrv Association on state funds is unpredictable bec:iusc
ch:iractcrizcd today's b:ugaining session the money may not be availal,le. The
as useful and encouraging," Kelly s.iid. association's most recent proposal calls
"Tiiis week's sessions have been matkcd for a 105 percent salary increase during
by a frank, thorough and honest review the na1 two }"Ca", Kelly said.
. of all outstanding issues."
Still, issues not related to salaries
The Uni,i:rsity's administration is remain at the forefront, and faculty
hopeful as well, said Sue D,l\'is, SJUC's l-Onsider items such as tenure, vmrkloads
executive director of media & communi• anJ student/faculty ratios to be equally
c:ition r.sourccs.
important.
·
She· said the ~dministration's most
The bargair.ing teams ha,,: been in
recent proposal cm·ers a · three·)i::u negotiations since February 2002. The
period and matches state dollars gili:n ' Faculty Association represents a bargainfor salaries, with additional pay increases ing unit of almost 700 professors. Kelly
.:if 1 percent for fuc:il )"Car 2004. The said wi:ckend bargaining sessions reuuin
next two )"Cars, besides the state dollars, a~sibility.
would ha,,: increases ofJ.25 pcn.-cntand
15 percent respecth·cly, prmiding enrollRtpcrt" Bm Botkin
. ment bds remain stable.
can k rtaclxJ at
· But the F~culty Association· has said
bbotkin@dailycgyptian.com

lhrgaining teams of the Fac.dty
A<sociation .and SIUC administri.3on
.-nJi:d nq,'Otiations \ Vi:dncsd:ty without
cxch:inging proposals or reaching tenta·
tive agn:cments, c1:en though they were
in session all af:ernoon.
But the union's bargaining team
remains optimistic" after discussing issues
with the adminiitratio:i, said James Kelly,
an associate professor of journalism and
, chair of the union's public information
committee. Bargaining ,viii resume today
at 11 a.m. and continue Friday.
The Faculty Associ.ition's mer,1bers
mtct! in Nmi:mbcr on a mcasu•c that
allows i\ lortel.1 Dancshdoost, the union's
pn.-sident, to call a strike on or after Feb.
3 if talks at the bargaining table don't

Studen~ take '4te' sqpper atNcwman we}J.
Angel Johnson
Daify Egyptian

faced in t~y's society. The "lite" sup·

per, which takes place emy Thursday

from 6 to. 7 p.m., gives students an outlet
John Sc:irano w:mti:d to get students · from stress by discussing current issues
ulking to each other to rediscm-cr the ,vith peers. .
art of conversation. He wanti:d to gather
"Lite" Supper Director John Sc:irano
students for dinner and enlightened said he gi,-cs ttudcnts the tools to make
discussion. So he c:ime up with a plan.
decisions, but he can't decide for them.
The Newman Catholic Student Although the topics are addressed from
Center, with Sc.uano's hdp, decided to a religious ~pccti\i:, non-Catholics are
gi,,: students a "lite" supper.
also imited to attend.
"Lite" supper, a dinner/discussion
"Th~ 'lite" supper is open to C\nyone
group, gh-cs students the opportunity -many dour discussion groups are,i:ry
to start talking to each other about the dhi:rsc; Sc:irano said. "The participants
many di,isi,-c and rontrm-crsW issues range from the ronscrv:itil-c to the liberal,

and C\'Cl)'One in between."
One of the "lite" supper discussions
concentrated on the subject of war in
Iraq. There \\'Cfe people there who were
·strongly against war and people who were
members of the ROTC. But the purpose
is not to determine who's right or wrong,
it is all about education and socialiution.
Sc:irano said that the "lite" supper is
informal and the dinner is free. He also
said he makes sure that C\'Cl)'One who has
something to say is able to speak.

Snowstorm· expected
to hit Carbondale
Moustafa Ayad
Daily Egyptian
Despite last week's w:arm weather,
winter has returned, with sC\'Cral inches
of snow expected· to blanket Southern
Illinois today.
The Accuwcather Forecast Center
reported a possible snowstorm for today,
which is expected to dump as much as
three and a half inches of snow throughout the day. Flurries are expected to follmv later tonight. But some are planning
for more tlian 3 inches, just to be on the
safe side.
·
Gus says:
'.Vayne Weeles, Carbondale. city Snow - the only
street maintenance manager, said he time three inches
was planning for as much as 6 inches by
measures up.
this morning. He said his crew would be
starting work at 5 a.m. ifit snmvs.
At 4 p.m. WednesdJy, eight city trucks \\,:re fully loaded and
ready to dispense 6 to 12 tons of rock salt upon the streets of
Carbondale.
With predictions ,-acying from light to hca,7 snow accumulation, romc residents prepared for the sncwfall by stocking up '>n
supplies. \Val-Mart Assistant Manager Scan Bcy-ant s:iid the store
is stocked full of shovels and other ,vinter-wcather supplies.
"The shovels are out, but we ha,·e had a steady flow of peopl::
buying sleds and ice mdts," Bryant said.
Police will continue to take c:ire of emergencies - with snow
or without, said Deputy Chief StC\'C Odum of the Carbondale
Police.
"Tiiere is nothing WC can really do to prepare for the situation,"
he said. "Emergency c:il:~ don't stop because of bad weather."

&pert"Angt!foh=n can krrachtd at
ajohnson@dailyeqyptian.com

Moust::fa AJad am ht nad;td al
ma)-ad@dail)-cgyptian.com
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PUBLIC NOTICE
. GRADUATING SPRING 20037
HAVE YOU APPLIED FOR GRADUATION?
IF NOT, PLEASE DO SO IMMEDIATELY!

1:1W2AY.. IANllARX. lZ. .U ~ml. ~ IS
.
THE DEADLINE TO APPLY FOR SPRING 2003
GRADUATION AND COMMENCEMENT.
APPLICATIONS FOR UNDERGRADUATE AND
LAW STUDENTS ARE AVAILABLE AT YOUR
ADVISEMENT CENTER OR AT RECORDS AND
REGISTRATION, WOODY A103. APPLICATIONS
MUST BE COMPLETED AND RETURNED TO
Rfil:QRI2S. ANil. REGISTRATION Wo.0.12.X A1J2J.
APPLICATIONS FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS
ARE AVAILABLE IN THE GRADUATE SCHOOL.
WOODY BUS. APPLICATIONS MUST BE
COMPLETED AND RBTURNED TO THE

~BAPUATE !i.Cfill.DL... Wo.0.12.X lllll
THE $25.00 FEE WILL APPEAR ON A FUTURE
DURSAR STATEMENT DURING THE SPRING
SEMESTER 2003
(Paid by the office of Rrcords and Rcglatralion)
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OUR WORD

Ryan made
right decision
On Friday, when former Gov. George Ryan
pardoned four death row inmates because they
were torrured into confessions by im·estigators in Chicago, and on Saturday when he
pardoned the remaining 156 inmates on Death
Row, he made a strong statement about capital
punishment in Illinois.
"The system has failed for all fo11r men,n he
said. "And it has failed the p,:ople of thi~ st:i.te. n
The Daily Egyptian agrees and believes the
state oflliinois should abolish the death penalt:· alrogether.
During Ryan's speech Friday he pointed out
numbers that were sr::iggcring. Thirt}·-three
Death Row inmates were represented at trial
b\· an attorney who was later disbarred. Two1i1irds ofinm~tes on death row were black; half
o( the nearly 300 capi:al cases were c,·c;i.ruall,• reYersed for a new trial. There was also
th~ story of Anthony Porter, who was within
48 hours of e:-.ccution for a double murder
before he was found innocent of the crime and
rele:>sed.
It is clear the system is faulty. Rpn put
a moratorium on the death penalty after 13
Death Row inmates were found to have been
wrongh convicted. There is no way to ensure
anothc~ innocent person won't be ;entcnccd to
death unfairh·.
Flaws in the ';)'Stem - from prosecutors and
police to judges and defense attorneys - need
to be reformed as soon as possible to fix the
leaks. vVc call on our state's new go\·ernor, Rod
Blagojcvich, to pick up where Ryan left off and
correct the probkms that still exist throughout
the justice system.
The svstem is not onlv fauln· but also ineffccti,·c i~ deterring crim~. Tweive states haYc
abolished the death penalty and we feel the
. state of Illinois should follow suit.
Another issue is cost. According
to the lllinois Department of
For the justice system Corrections, the average yearly
to itnprove a massive cost to house a death row inmate
overhaul is needed is 55,000 to S7,000 more than
housing an inmate at 1\-Ienard or
Statcs\illc Correctional facilitie~,
both of which arc ma.ximum fl''='.•riry, Add to
that the ;dditional costs of appeals ~nd you
nave a system that is not only prone to mistake$, but r.10rc expensive· to taxpayers as well.
\Vhile we do not in any way ..-aridone the · ·
violent anti horrific acts some of these inmates
have committed, we do b,.lieve :hat for the
justice S)'Stem to imprnve a -:nassive m·crhaul is
needed.
Ryan was right in makir:g this decision and
on the way out of oflicc left a hefty duty in the
hands of Blagoje\·ich. It is now up to the new
governor to handle these problems with swift
action and ensure that our state jmtice system
.
is what it should be-- a just one.

GUEST COLUMNIST

George Ryan, AtneriGU). hero
Ted Rall
Universal Piess Syndicate

NEW YORK-GeorgeRyanhasn'tbeen
much of a gc>''effiOr, but he's one hell of a patriot.
The end of his term finds lum facing possible
indictment on corruption charges, and hls departure
brings to :an end 30 ronsCCl!tn'e ye:m; of Republican
rule at the Illinois gm·eniors It'.ansion.
"If he found Osama bin Laden, it would not be
hi< legacy- it would be the scandal he has endured
throughout his entire term as gm·c-mor," notes
P:iul Green, professor of public policy at Roo=·elt
Uni\'crsity in Cluc:1!,,o,
Nonethele!os, Ryan is a Cl.Se study of principled
integrity triumphing o\'er pe=nal and political flawi..
\'Vith three days left in oilier, GO\'. Rvan deli\·the greatest attack on Americas death ·penal!)•
smcc the U.S. Supreme Court O\'ertUmed the practice
in 19i2. He cleared Illinois' death row Jan. 11, send·
ing all 167 inmates back to prison, declaring: "Each ·
arid c'\'CIJ' on_e of those =es raised questions not only
about the innocence of people on death row, but :about
the fairness of the dcath penalI)· 5)-Stem as a whole."
Because DNA C\idence had prm-en them inno.:ent, Ryan also pardoned four men outright. Tilis
brought the tot:tl number of death rmv pardons issued
· during his term to 17.
Ryan is no bleeding-heart liberal. As a st:1tc
"representative in 1977, Ryan ,-oted to bring back
capitcl punishment. But when he bec:imc the ~tales
cl1ief executive, this ronscn-ati,-e Republican decided
to dC\·ote serious attention to die q1.1estion of gc>'-C:-nment-dealt death. On contrast to George \V. Hush. As
gc>''emor ofTexas, Bush allocated a mere 15 minutes
to consider the fate of each inmate, on a work schedule
whl:h all~ttcd up to two_ hours to pla}ing video games.
Dunng his tenure Bush issued zero commutations.)
Ryan rea:J studies that found that if you killed
someone in rural Southern-Illinois rather than
Chicago, you were fo'e times mo~ likely to fry in Old·
Sparliy. Black murdcn:r.; got sent to death row mon:

c:cd

frequently than white murderers.
·
And those were only the guilty ones.
Ryan studied the dossiers of the men and
wo:nen ·whose fu'CS he held in !us hands. \Vhat he
read appalled him. And so, m'er the years, Ry:m beg:in
to change his mind about the death penalty.
Many had been comicted on flimsy c,idence
- 46 of the smre's 160 death row inmat.;; were nailed
solely based on the secondhand testimony of fellow
pri~ners. Thirty-fo'e blacks had been rondemned to
death by all-whlte juries. And poor defendants were:i't
given much of a chance to defend themselves: "Thim··
three of the death row inmates," RYan said, "were ·
rep=nted at trial by an attorney {~ho !1:1d Jaier been
dis&.irrcd or at some point s1•spended from the pmctice
oflaw."
TI1e problem ,,ith c:ipital punishment is th.it
it's carried out by human beings. Juries arc hiascd.
Rich defendants buy justice; poor ones buy the fann.
Proserutors showboat to get reelected. Politicians
promise stricter sentencing, C\'en if the laws the\' pass
do nothing to reduce crime.
•
Accidentally executing one innocent JTlan i.1
ortler to legitimately execute a thousand r1 Jnle.ers is
one innocent man too many, but the real numbers are
much worse. A classic Stanford Law Journal study of
20th century capit:tl cases found 350 innocent people
who had been scntencal to death, 23 of whom were ·
cxerutc-d. Death penalty a-perts estimate d1at rough!,·
one in eight men aw.uting de:ith have oeen \\'TOngfuliv
,:omictcd.
•
Sentencing an innocent person to a jail term is a
horrific-enough miscarriage ofjustio-, l1ut ~uch a mistake can - ,,ith determination :.nd luck-be corrected.
Admcates of capit:tl punishment ha\·e yet to ~lain
how to resurrect a person after he's been \\'TOngly
cxcruted.
.
Life in prison ,,ill always be the most sC\-cre sen. tence humanity cm f3½-ly impose. And C\-Cn then, the
· system will always be liobbled by a shortage of inquisitive, principled leaders like George Ryan to set things
straight..
_
·

\Y./ 0 RDS OVER II EAR i)

QUOTE Of THE D,\Y

'b Knowledge speaks, but wisdom listens·.,'
Jimi Hendrix·

' ' I think one of the main reasons you go to college is ·to b~ ~ught by
professors, n~t their assistan_ts.,,
.
Jacldt• Riehl~
Aunt of SIU student Kris Smith,
·' on the possibilty of graduate stJdents
teathing classes during a stri!::;.
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Afraid. of the wind_.

Battle of the sexes
Another battle of the sexes. As .
unoriginal as this topic· might be, I
feel I need to have my s.iy in the matter. Now, don't worry ladies, I'm not
going to look at this with :1 closed
mind. I feel that both of the sexes arc
at fault for this battle that I'm about
to start.
BY BRIAN WROBEL
I guess you can say that my big
Talon_b,;,ie_l20yahoo.eom
gripe right now is why nice guys
always finish last. Most cannot argue
the nice guy wants to date a nice girl,
with this fact. How many times Juve
but usually dates trailer-trash Baibic.
you heard a girl say that all she wants
Kind of funny how it all wotks out, , · is a nice guy, tl.-:n five minutes later . isn't it? · ·
., · .' ,. _.·.
. . '..
you sec her with a guy who treats her
I: doesn't always happen like this ·
as if she were that unwanted Vanilla
though. I've known a few girls to date ·
Ice CD in her music collection. They guys who I trunk treated them right. ·
can have nice guys who arc friend~,
· On the other side of the: ~drum, my '
but the minute that the guy wants. .
guy friends have <;lated some girls who
one chance to try to be something · . ·rrca'tcd them like gods.'
'
'·
more, the girl dispossesses ~m faster
My solution? Pretty simp1~,
tl_1an yo~r avcra~ SIU student chug- .• •although only in a perfect world would·
gmg their favonte brand of alcohol. It. . it actually work out. In t' lis utopia, _
s~ems to ";le that a · girls wo~d stop going for the guys
r.
~rl docsn t want a who treat them like gum on the botY guy irien S ave ru~guyfromthc .tomofthcirshocs.Guyswouldpull
dated some girls who bcgin_rung.\Vhy ··theirncadsoutofthcirbuttsandstop
not gm: that poor
going for the girl who only has looks ·
treated them Iike soul a chance! It
going for her. At this point in my
gods. sec~ only fair.
dream, the nice guys would go with
Like I told you
the nice girls and the guy who trunks
ladi_es, this ?nc isn't the women should pay on_ the first
•
date would go with the girb who trunk
enttrcly your fa~t. While the girl says
she wmts the ruce guy, the guy also
Anna Nicole Smith is a role model.
sa)~ he wants· a nice s!,rl. From 01?5crUntil my f.u--fetched dream
v:inon and own cxpe'!e?ce• the ruce
becomes a reality, I guess all we can do
is learn from the mistakes that we arc·
guy usually d..tes the girl fiom the
wrong !idc of the _traclcs." We as ~
going to make. But ladies, next time
complain ~o the girl that wc consider
a nice guy asks for one date, take him
our_ bcs_t fnen~ that ~e one we arc
up on it. And guys, if you rtart getting
?'1nng IS treanng us like the royal. fain- those warm, fuzzy feelings from the
ily of_England. In r1;ost case:;, whil~ WC .• girl you consider one of the guys, ask
do th1S, that same g-rl that we call one her out to dinner. You nC\-cr know, you
of the guys' secretly has a crush on you. just might like it.
Now, let's take a step back for a
minute and ponder this. The girl who
Brian is a junior in rinm:a and photagwmts the nice guy usually dates the
rapby. His t>irws do not nmssarily njlat
guy the rest ofus arc cmlnrrasscd to
tb,u if.tht DAILY Ecrnuv.
call a member of our sex. Mt mwhile,

I'm not afraid of the wind
I'm afraid of what I can't sec
and when I .1on't fed it
I tell myself that it can't be
but why can't

The Wild
Kard

where did it come from,
what's the signals
why arc the lea,-cs flying past my widow
sometimes it's cool and
I can fed my legs tremble
witness the turbulence of what I 1.211't sec
some ~y it's windy some s:iy it's breezy
but it can't be
.
how do you know what )'OU can't sec
what do wc do when wc can't breathe
you can't re-invent what )'OU can't sec
and wc call it the wind
I'm afuud sometimes when it's too
.. , .
strong for me to walk in. .
when the air is sometimes too strong for.

i.:·

Daily O'Collegian (U-wire)
.

JawaadZ l@hotmail.com

me to talk in
so for now on like storms I appro.ich the
wind with caution :
because I can't beat what l can't sec so I
might as well join them ...
jlZ'fJXllla is a graduatt stuamt in maJJ mdia.
Hu 'llil'WS do not nansarily njlat thou oftht

DAJLYEG't'f'l'UN.

Revolutionary bathroom graffiti
Eric Bost

d h

M

Poetic
Justi~

.~: t !nsc;bf;:

STILLWATER,Olda.-Dccp
inside the depths of an UJl"'and-coming
Stillwater instirution, the Third Place, there
is a bathroom stall.
In this stall, a rinw as old as using the
bathroom has taken place. In bright orange
letters read the following words.
"Resist arrest. F'ISt-fight security
gumls when rights )'OU\-c established arc
oppressed!! Also, sorry to whomC\-cr has to
dean up my mess, hope you read it first.•
F'mding such a message is no great
surprise; bathrooms all across the country
ha,-c long been the open forum. But this
message is a little different. A spirit of resistance among the masses of OSU, reaching
out for his voice to be heard. I assume it's a
"him,• because it is the men's room.
Of course, the mcwgc just isn't right.
This mcwgc talks of resisting authority
and all the other glorious ideals of tccndom.
lt talks of how the police and security try to
keep thoughts down. It talks of the defense
of rights.

Well, at least the author got something
right. \Vhy is it wrong to say, "resist arrest"?
· Well, for one, the days of hippies making
silent, rc.=;ful protest only to be broken up
by straJght·laccd bigots arc long m-cr. Yep,
wc\-c come a long w:iy since Kent State.
Look at this anonymous writer's line,
"fat-fight security." Honestly, violence
doesn't solve a thing. The spirit of m'Olution
is not found in the fat.
The fat of man is made of fragile material, but the mind of man can endure for
possibly ctemity. Tiiat is unless )'OU trunk
next year will be like 1984, then we're all
sacwed.
The spirit of this mcwgc was in the
right, but the way it was formed onto the
bathroom wali betrayed the message. Just
fighting for the rights of oppressed with a
swift kick in the ass only mal= it worse.
But fighting with a word, fighting with
thought, fighting "~thout fighting - thats
how C\"Cl}' cause is won. And more to the
point, it cannot be "'On from a bathroom
wall. Try an ink :md paper next

Thtst 't1l'WS do r.o namarily njlm thost oftht
DAILY Ecrnuv.

LETTERS
Student should protest
North Korea, not Iraq
DEAR EDITOR:

issun. Doc, it take this type ofworld,,idc problem to u-.ke people up? If so, it is going to luppcn
- not if, but when. No wiMm, but lo,cn. Think of
Hiroshim.:a and Nagasaki on a su:iny d.y. Then :ill of
the sudden a flzh of light and J.I0,000 people were
dc..J and thOUS2nds more mangled. Also, remem-

ber the Th= ~lile !<Land power p!ant wt nearly .
I rcrcmly =d Tuc:s.Liys DAILY Ec\l'llA.'- story
exploded, and the nucic-..r l"""'Cf pbnt in Ru,si.i ln
-srudcn .. Trck to D.C.10 protest war."! hn-c a
1986 Wt did explode. These arc c:amplcs of what is
mnccm about protesting the possible war with lr-.q
to come in the near fururc. Wh:it ifit escalates?
m-cr whate1-.r issue. This can luppcn bccaw.c we U\'!:
in a country where the gm=ment will gn-c a pamir.
D:svid Bean
to protest. This is good tlt.t as Americans u-c can
Czr&m.J,J,,rmJml
do this.
But the world, in my opinion. !us a n:orc prominent probian: The issue with North Kor:an about
Bible predicts future of war
nuclc.u we:ipons. From 1950 to 1953, Ammca had
a W:t!' with Nor-.h Ko=. Su u-c know they will fight.
When the proresten go to Washirgton, D.C., they
should protest ag.unst possible war with North Km-c:a DEAR EDITOR:
bccaw.c they Juve nuck:tr """pons and they w.int to
nuu more. Huw many? Who knows? If they =te
In 547 B.C., the prophet Daniel had a ,-ision
thnc wopons of mus destruction and sell them to
during a duce-week fast. The God oflmd sent the
countries :,round the globe. countries will bbdcn12il
archangel Gabriel to tell Daniel the Bible. prophecy
c:1eh other for rcsou=, like North Korea is doing 10 for the fururc. The :mhangds Gabriel and Miclud
Amcria.
battled the prince of Pcnia for 21 cl.~ but finally
Look 21 what luf pcncd bctwmt Inda and
the spiritwl int=ge got~ Daniel We n::ul about
Pam12n. They both •re nuclcu pawns and tJi.y
this in the book of Daniel, ch2ptcr 10.
.
cunc 10 a aitial po:..1t of nuclear war. If this ,rould
This prophecy is 2,549 ye.an old tod.y.
luppcn. the world would suffer because of the ::adioIn the book of Daniel, chapter 11, the Bible
:ictive f.illout wh=r the wind bko it. So, in the
prophecy is given in 539 B.C. Cluptcr 11, vcnus
ncar fururc countries will r:issibly h2ve the nme
21 through 45 in the book of Daniel tells wlut
problem when they purdwc nuclear we2pons.
the
Antichrist will do. The key verse i1 Daniel 11: ·
Think oft'ie tcnoris1' purchasing such a we2pon.
41. The God of Imel :alw2)-s :,l'<M<b an ~pc
who owe r.o lo;-:uty to any counuy. bur to their O\VII

woy. The Antichrist can't touch Edom, :'>loob and
Ammon.
Edom is mount>inous bnd south of the De,d
~ including the Pctn,Jonhn rrg:on. ~102b is
countryC2Stofthe Dc:id Sc:a.Ammon u a st2te
on the cast o'the Rn-.r Jonhn whose capital W:lS
lbbbah, which is modem Amman,Jorw.n.
Chapter 12 of o.,uel tells of the archangel
Michlcl. the gumfun of the Jrnish people. Daniel
12:1 tells cfJ:icob's trouble in the lut d.ys. The key
•= for this is Daniel 12:11 Wt supports th~ midtnoubtion for the Holy Bible. Fony-fu-c d.)-s later
in Dmicl 12:12, the people are going to get a special
blessing fium the Lord.

roward your final grade for (coune number and
r12me). In the C\-C:-,1 of a faculty strike this semester, it
is possible 11!21 somr.one may be temporarily assigna!
10 t=h this class. If wt occun, pl= be advi.cd
Wt none of the class work done for th:it pcnon
will be ~=pied as counting roward your final grade
for (courn: name and number) by the ins=:ir of
record (n.une of instructor)."
I suggest Wt C\'Ct)' student, rcganllcss of
whether they arc an undetgr:tduo!C, gr:tduate, 112ti\'e
or international student, demand from the insll\leton
of their cw.cs a statement in writing saying wt the
final grade for me class will be a=ptcd rcganllcss
who is teoching the class as long as Wt instructor
!us the permission of the Unr.-.:nity. Furthermore,
ifirutructnn arc unwi!Fng io gi\'t each of their srudcnts sor,mhing in wrin.~g guanntccing-=pttnce
of final gn.des, then :ill srudc,ts shou:d go 10 wt
instructor's department ch:iir and demand something
in writing that guar:tnlttS final grades rcganllcss of
Students should ask faculty whoC\-cr ends up teaching the class.
Orie final point Students do not h2ve the choice
to
honest
strike · , orluxuryofpickingwho
-=hes the class thcy=U
in. They luve 10 :uxq,t ,.homcver the Univenity
DEAR EDITOR:
assigns. regardless of whether it's the instructor or the
"""4titutc. P.owdarc Danc:shdoost threaten students
The :article entitled •faculty Association encouron not accepting final gndcs? I believe the students
ages strike discloswe on cb.cs syllabi" in the Monday
run-c a right 10 know if their insm:;tors intend to
.:rilcc. I also bclia-c wt at is the insnuctn.'J oblig.,tion to infonn students if they would strike if such an
of the Faculty Association, in an e-1112il posting to
6culty made the following 112tcmcnts: •Please be
advi,cd Wt o,ilyworlc with a grade assigned by the
·..
,
Don Wilraarnson
insll\letor of record fw=or's name) will ccunt
C""""1k JtudmJ in "'-1ion,,/a:/mmismtitm tmd higm

be

'about

~::~t~~~~~~=t

cventoccun.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - READERCOMMENTARY
• LE1TERS AND COLUMNS must be typewritten,
double- spar.cd and submitted with author's photo
ID. All letters arc limited to 300 words and b,ucst
column~ to 500 words. Any topics arc accepted.
All arc subject to editing;
·

• LETrERS taken hr.· e-m:1.j! (cditor@siu.cd~)
,
and fax (453-8244 • ·
• Phone number needed (not for publication)
to verify :11ahorship. STIJDENTS must include
year :mtl major. FACtJLTI must include rank
and d~artment. NON-ACADEMIC STAFF
. include position and department. OntERS
include author's hometown.

• \Ve rcscr\'e the right to not publish any letter or .
..
column.
..
. .. ·
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• Bring letters and guest columns to the
DAILY EGYPTIAN newsroom, Communications
. Buil1ing Room 1247.
·
....,. • ·nic DAILY EGYPTIAN wdcomcs all
c?ntcnt suggestions.
• Letters and columns do n-it necessarily rcflC'-t :
the views cf the DAILY EGYPTIAN.
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atching ·you
STORY BY SAMANTHA ROBINSON • ART BY RANDY WILLJA1'is

T

here was a song that included the lines, "I'm sick
and tired of being sick and tired." Actually
·
there have been scvcr.tl songs that ha\'e
included those lines, which ha\'e been used
in many different contexts.
This time around it ref= to the countless
number of college students who arc tired from their
daily routines, but can nei-er seem to get over it.
Day after day students spend their time worl-ing, whether it is a job, schoolwork or in class.
By the end of the day they arc tired, but
instead ofgoing to sleep, they stay up and study
more or just hang out.
The next day, they blow off their tiredness
and think sleep will help them get m-er their
little hump.
Wrong.
Many people suffer from fatigue and do
not even knmv it. Letting it go untreated for a
long period of time can lead to serious health
problems that may require extensive medical
treatment.
There are =-era! types of fatigue someone
may suffer from, all ha\'ing different symptoms
and treatments.
Physical fatigue is unusual tiredness after physical exertion, Mental fatigue is difficulty
focusing on activities that require concentration and
mom'3tional fatigue is when someone lacks the will or
desire to engage in emotional or physical activities.
There arc also acute and chronic types of fatigue.
Acute fatigue is generally short-ln-ed, sudcen in onset,
and relieved by rest. Chronic fatigue lasts a long time
(usually six mont_hs or longer), may be insidious in onset,
and is usually not relieved by rest.
Fatigue can interfere with the ~ility to thinK and concentrate, be physically acti\-e, inter:icn,ith people, care for family
and perform at work.
Barh Elam, stress management coordinator at the
\Vellm·ss Center, said some ofthe physical reasons for fatigue
could be attributed to thyroids, but for the college population
most of the time it is lifest}ie or stress.
The lifCSl:}ie of students in connection with diet can lead
to fatigue and cause some serious imbalances. Elam said it
can be compared to being high on drugs. \Vhen the drug is
ne\\iy introduced to the system, the person feels great, but as
the drug wears off, the person begins to tire.
Sugar intake ;:ontributes to fatigue. Students may drink a
soda or eat candy while trying to stay 3\\'3ke during an allnighter, but in the process are contributing to fatigue. As the
nc,.,: day rolls around they arc likely to be less energetic.

Fati~ue Questionnaire
1. Have you felt generally "unwelr for th~ months or longer]
Yes No

/s your tolerance for ar:tivity- physical and/or mental - less than it
was before you began feeling unwelf?

2

Yes No
:J. Has your illness had a major impad .:,n work, social, and/or

educational ar:tivitiPs, to the extent that you have had to make
noticeable adjustments in your lifestyle in on effort to avoid relapsing or
becoming more ilf?
Yes N:i

4. Did your feelings of unwellness begin suddenly, within a period of
hours or a couple of days?
· ··
·
Yes No
4a. Did your feelings of unwellness gradually become worse unti! you

had to make major char.ges in your rtfe?
Yes No

4b, Has it been so long since you felt '"weir that you can't neat! what
"nonnaru?
Yes No

s. Do you ha-.e at least four (4) of the following cght (e) symptoms?
• Substantial impairment of short-term ml"mory or concentration

• Unrefreshing sleep
• Weakness and exhaustion after activity that lasts more than 24 hours
• Tender armpit and/or neck lymph nodes
• Pain in the joims, without swefling or redness
• Musdepain
• Headaches of a new type, pattern or severity
• Sore throat
Yes No

6. Have pu seen a health care provirfer to do some basic laboratory
tests. evalu~ your health history, and conduct a phys;cat uam in on
effort to rule out other P,QSSibfe causes for your symptoms and generally
poor health?
Yes No

Fatigue can be more than
just feeling tired; students
can help themselves by
recognizing symptoms

--.-~,.....
"Because of t~-high sugar concentration [in
soda], in the long run more sugar is pulled out
and leads the body to more fatigue," \Vellness
Center Nutrition and Fitness Coordinator Lvnn
Gill said. "The irony is if people arc tired ;nd
need to pull an all-nighter, the worst thing to
de is drink a high-sugar drink."
Gill noted that when it comes to diet, it
is essential that breakfast is not skipped. In
attempts to m;t miss breakfast some may eat
cereal bars or pop tarts, which an: not a \'3luable nutrition source because the blood stream
is flooded with sugar in a short period of time,
causing students to feel letlwgic when fatigue
_
sets in.
There are seven dietary contributors to
fatigue, but the most common is mild dehydration. The body is st:nsirive to fluid intake and if
a sufficient amount of fluids is not being consumed, the body will conserve what it is taking
in. Once the body has lost2 pcro:nt ofits weight
in water, dehydration has occum:d.
"The first symptom of that is dry mouth
and poor concentration," Gill said. "One of the
best ways to determine if you an: dehydrated is
through urine output - if it is small ,-olume,
dark in color and has a strong odor."
A downside to students suffering from
fatigue is the possibility of suffering severe cognitive difficulties resulting in poor short-term
memory, inability to maintain concentration, as
well as problems in visual spatial perception.
"People who an: stress-prone feel sleepy
and drowsy and can fall asleep within minutes,
which is a definite blgn of fatigue and can cause
·.
school and w01k to suffert Elam said.
Research shows that math tends to cause
the most problems for studc;nts becaus~ of the
logical and sequential nature of the subject,
but difficulties wit..'i reading comprehension
and writing are also comm?n. These cognitive
symptoms may make education challenging, if
. not impossible. High achievers may find this
aspect of the illness the hardest to cope with
because of the lowering of acadernic ability.
In an und:igr..duatc study by professors at
Bosten and Ben Gurion Universities, it was
attempted to dcfin:: die problem on college
campuses. The authors concluded: College
students -may in fact expcrien_ce. the burnout
:,henomenon due to lea.ming conditions that
demand excessively !ugh lcvels 'of effort and do
not provide supportive mechanisms that would

facilitate effective coping.
SIUC offers different services to students
•_o define the SC\'eril:)· of their condition and
mechanisms to deal with them. Counselors
at the Wellness Center an: available for
personal counseling and there are computers
in the Student Center and Recreation Center
\\ith programs that will help students with a
self-assessment.
MStudents can check out tapes and CDs to
help them deal with their situation and rherc is
always someone available for them to talk to,~
Elam said.
·
The study also found emotional exhaustion
and a lack of feeling like accomplishments h:i\'e
been made contribute to burnout. The conclusion: Emotional fatigue greatly influences stu~
dent perfonn~ncc and affects personal commitment. On the other hand, the degree to which
the student experiences emotional exhaustion is
dependent on his indn-idual flexibility, in\'Olvement, and student-faculty contact.
.According to the Fatigue and Fibromyalgia
Clinic of Michigan website, some things
students can make note of and try to help deal
with fatigue are:
• Save ene.-gy for things that matter most
- keep a daily diary of fatigue to identify when
it's worst and when it's least troubling. Identify
stn:ssors but don't let handling this stress compound ongoing fatigue further.
• Ask for help or accept the offers of help and
goc>!iwill fro:n family and friends. Keep a list
of things simply too exhausting to deal with, so
when people. ask what they C:tn do, gn-e them·
the list.
•- Give up on unimportant, unfinished busi-·
nc:ss - do what should be done, not what others think should be done. Control uncertainty
- adJrcss the questions about the illness and
treatment, and find down-to-earth answers.
• Keep a daily diary. This will help plan
daily activities. Join a support group, share·
feelings with othcn to c:isc the burden of
fatigue and give ideas about how to cope '\\ith
the condition.
"If students know what die problem is they
can start at the appropriate department, but no
matter what thc-J need help for, they can begin
anywhere as long as they seek help," Elam said:
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&pwt" Smmzntha Robinson can he readxd at
srobimon@dailycgyptian.com
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. t:tin a brain b:mk..The first reason·is·• · die from other ·i:a~:' The goal '· r:--:--..,,,,=...,,.....,......,,.-,--,--,-,--....,,.....,.,.....,....,,.....,..--,---,----,--~
to give ~ini~ans; the f}nal tJ4agno,,_ - .for researchers is to use the brain'.
sis," he said. "The other thing that bank to prcvcntthc people suffering
we're d_oing up lien: is we're !~king , from the disease from -losing their
for drugs to hdp that disease." .
!Uindst Struble said.
··
The school·. has the only brain
· •1r we can keep people out of
bank in Illinois that serves the rural nursing homes, that's a- plus for
. Lindsey J, Mastis
communities and has 24. primary families; he said_•.. •
_
.
Daily Egyptian .: · · ·
. provider· sites, Struble said:· The
After death, . rese?-I'Chers. study
other two brain banks in the state trends in the brain to see which
The de:iths· of those who suf- are i_n Chicago.
,
.
treatments work·and what the CO'!Jfered from ·Alzheimer's disease· has
Dr. Sh3:ron Smaga, mcdi- mon misdiagnoses \verc.
potential to aid people affiicted with cal· director for the Center for
•About 15 percent to 20 percent
dementia in the future, according to Alzheimer's Disease· and Related of the time, the diagnosis is not
researchers at the SIU School of Disorders, serves patients who m:iy ·. correct," Struble said. "If we do find
J\Iedicinc in Springfield.
..
be suffering from the disease at the a· r;ure, we don't wa_nt to -use it on:· .
The SIU School of .Medicine· Carbondale Family Practice Center people who don't have the disease.",··
.it
the
Springfield
campus for the School ofMedicine. She said·
For those who must deal" with a
houses a "brain bank,ff a place where that many times, .when· people are _loved one suffering from demenri'a, c •
researchers study the ti~sues of experiencing mcmory_loss, a stroke, the Alzheimer's Association · in:..
patients suffering from the disease.
rather than Alzheimer's disease, is Carbondale works to educate and
Alzheimer's disease is caused the cause.
. , , ·
· support families.
. .. . .
:: ·
from abnormal pro!!=!"~ surround"\Ve give tl1cm·a physical exam ·
~We"re here to· guide families i:.
ing and killing nerv~ m the brain. to see if there are -any other things through the joumeyt· ·said I.isa ;_'..:
This causes memon• loss and cm to rule out,• she said. "It can be Lee, the association's development ·
e,·entually cause death, · · ,·
somewhat _time consuming because manager.
·
There is no cure nor any sure way it takes a while to do it all."
Lee said that among the mar:iy
to know if a person has the disease
\Vhen a patient is evaluated,-·· programs, a Safe Return progr:ini
until after death. But scientists standardized tests of skills such is, a-good safety net for wandering
arc finding new .ways to scrci;n as math and drawing are admin- patients.
for Alzheimer's and .can prescribe istered.
•we cover 26 counties and we
medication tu slow the effects of
"Drawing a clock can be very currently have 18 support groups,"
dementia. ·
. .
• challenging for a person suffer- she said. -As far as services, '"'.e have
Dr.. Robert· Struble, research ing from dementia,• Smaga said•. a 24-hour hdp line, various _educadirector for the brain bank at the •There arc treatments to help slow tion trai_ning programs, and we also
Center for Alzheimer's Disease and the process, so the ~oner the better act as a source of referral."
Related Disorders,; said the brains to get evaluated so that a person can
For !ht primmy pro,:idu ,ite in Carbondale, contact D,-. Sharon Smaga
·are studied·to find-if patients were · get on medications to hdp.•
&porter Lindsryj. Mastis
at 536-6621. For support and infr,rmatian, contact !ht Akr.eimer's As.sociation
properly diagnosed.
Although Alzheimer's disease
tan he reached at
at 529,2107 OT !ht 24•MllT lu,tJw at 1•800-272-3900,
"The_re are two reasons to main- can result in death, many patients
ljmasti_s@dail}'egyptian.com

sites.'help focal
patients and families

.N. ·Korea dismisses U.S.
·offer of .akfas 'deceptive'
Michael Zielenziger .·
Knight Ridder Newspapers
SEOUL, Somh Korea (KRD
- North Korea fate \Vednesday
adamantly rejected the United States'
recent offer of aid if it abandons its
nuclear developinent program, dismissing the gesture as Mnothing but a
. deceptiw: drama to mislead the world
public opinion."
The firm dismissal came a
dav after President Bush "said that
he· would consider a plan to give.
North Korea eneigy and food aid
if it dismantled its nuclear weapons
programs. Pn.-,,iously, Bush said he
would not n~-gotiate. with or offer
inducement to North Korea to aba:1don the pr~rams.
"'hile the North Korean position
appeared to be a categorical rejection
ofthcU.S.offcr,itwasconsistcnt\\ith
the almost dailv strident claims and
demands comi~g from Pyongyang
in recent weeks. Pyongyang may fed
the tactic is working, as the United
Smtes has subtly shifted its position
o\'cr the past weeks; first proposing
talks with North Korea and then
dangling the possibility of aid;
On . Mon~aj' U.S. . Assistant
Secretaiy of States James Kelly, while
visiting Seoul, hinted that the United
States might 'offer eneigy aid and
otherinccntivcs if the sccreti\'c North
Korean regime reversed course and
agreed not to mo\'e ahead in restarting its nuclear weapons program..
.
On Wedn~ay,: Kdly- ,\-as ·in .
Beijing.for talks with Chinese offi-

the DPRK (Democratic People's
Republic of Korea, North Korea's
formal name) is read,· to soh·e the
nuclear issue through negotiation.•
on condition that the U.S. recognizes the DPRK's sm'ercignty, assures
it of non-aggression and does not
obstruct its economic development,"
it said.
\Vashington insists it will not
offer Pyongyang concessions · or
inducements to scrap its nuclear program, but has said it wants to resoh·e
the confrontation through diplomacy,
not war.
At the ,Vhite House, spokesman
Ari Fleischer said, MTnat's an additional unfortunate statement that
North Korea has made; but gave
no hint the United States might be
forced to change tactics.
Only last week, North Korean
leaders met with NC\" Mexico Go,·.
Bill Richardson, a former U.S.
ambaSS3dor to the United Nations,
suggesting that they were open
to restarting dialogue \\ith the
United States. In their statement,
howC\'er, the North Koreans said
the Americans appeared unwilling
to talk.
·
•The U.S. assertion that ncgotiations for conclusion of a nonaggression treaty and economic aid
are possible only when the ·DPRK
unihterally lays dmvn its arms is
against common sense as the DPRK
and the U.S. arc; no,v standing in the
most. acu~ .iriilituy. confrontati()n; .,
· the statcin'cnt said. "It is, in essence,
a stan~ .. of !lc_nying·'dialogue and

cials. China is North Korea's main negoTtiah:_ctioBnsus/h. {a.~d''mf_.n.·istratl·on· h••.
supporter, . and the United St:ites
1
=
hopes that China can apply some ruled out war a mea~; of ge_tting
IC\·erage on its communist nei~r- '.. f North Korea.to 2band;,n its nuclear '
-Th~ U.S. loudmouthed supply · ambitions, \fsince "'conflict wo~lcl : .
·or cnetgy and food aid are like a · almost· certainly engulf Seoul· and
painted cake in the sJ..1· ?s they'arc cause hundreds of thous:mds of casupossible only after North Korea is alties.ItshopeofusingNllrthKorea's_"~
totally disarmed," said .the North allies _to
up the pressure has not
Korean statement, issued late in the received 'enthusiastic =ctions from
evening by the Korea Central.News" . China, ·south K~JC:! or .~apan. And .
Agency, 3ttributing the comments to now its half step tmvard promising
North Korea's Foreign Ministry.
. future _aid if ProngJ-ang backs down;
· •We have already.clarified -~~3t has been firmlyknockcii down,

as

mm

.Take au·sme Course Anytime, Anywhere
·th.tough the Office 9f Distance Education
All courses carry full SIUC residential credit aJ>pJicable toward a degree! ILP
students can register. throlWl the 12"', week. On~lme courses are registered on a ,11., . .1..--•- ,
semester- basis and follow the same~ schedule as on-campus classes·. SIUC degree
students need to bring a registration·. form signed by their advisor to our office at
·
Washington S~are "C. • IlJ> fees are $122 per credit hour and On-line courses are
$180 per credit hour ($215 foI ,graduate leve1). Payment is expected upon registr.Uion. You may pay
by cash. check or credit card (Mastercard. Visa, American Express anifDiscover accepted) or present
proof of financial rud. For more information call (618) 53fi:7751.
.
Spri~g 2003
Core Curriculum Courses
FL
102-3 East Asian Civilization
GEOG 103-3 World Geography
·

m1<?G .

HIST

m~t .~:fe:~~~tf::i~/·

Politi::al Science
POLS . 213·3 State& Local.Gov't. t,4
POLS 250-3 Pols. of Foreign Nations I
POLS 319-3 Political P-..rties 1
POLS 322-3 Amer. Chief Executive t
POLS 340-3 Intro. to Pub. Admin. I
POLS 414-3 Pol. Systems in America 1,s
POLS . 444-3 Policy Analysis 1,8
Spanish
SPAN 140a-4 Elementary Spanish 4
SPAN 140b-4 Elementary Spanish 4
Women's Studies
WMST · 492-3 · Women in Religions

9

202-3 Amer. Religious Diversity 2
. MUS
103-3 Music Understanding
: PHIL , · 102-3 Intro. to Philosophy
PHlL
104--3 Ethics
PHIi:. . 105-3 . Elementary Logic
PHSL 201-3 Human Physiology
Pl.B
303i-3 Evolution and Society 7
, POLS
114-3 Intro. Amer. Govt;t
SOC
108-3 Intro. to Sociology
WMST ?OI-3 . Multicult. Pers~.Women 2
Administration of Jti.~iee . ·
i
AJ
290-3 · Intro. to Criminal Behavior..
· Ai'
306-3 Policing in America $,9· ·
AJ
310-3· Intro. to Criminal Law
AJ
350-3 Intro. to Private Security
Art
AD
237-3 Meaning in the Vis. A ,s
AD
347a-3 Survey- 20th Cent. An 2
AD
347b-3 Survey- 20th CenL An 2
. Educational Ps\·chology
EPSY
402-3 Basic Statistics 8
Finance
FIN
310-3 Insurance 2.3
.

;FIN
~ .~~l. reifCl~~~~eJ
. 350-3 Small Bus. Finance 3

: General Agriculture · · · · · ·. ·
GNAG 170-4 Intro. to Physical Prin. 4
GNAG 318·3 · Intro. to Computers in Ag.
~
GEOG 330-4.

'

Weather
Health Education
'HED_.; 302s_·3 DriverTaskAnalysis4
:·~thc;¢;~r~u:Jitrevent.& Safety 4
. HCP' , 105°2· Medical Terminology2 ·"
Journalism . .
:••;
. JRNL .. 332-3 . Journalism Law 2, 7
,
· JRNL 417-3. Freelance Feature Writ: 7
1

-j -

~~M";em;;1
Organ~iio~- Behavior 3,7
MGMT 350-3 .; Small Business Mgmt. 3, 7

·s~ll

; ~if.roi:n'i_;50~3;,
Bus. Marketing 3.4
l\fa!hematlcs· · . •
.
.
MATH- 107-3 Intermediate Algebra
· ,
,. ·
'f?'ilosophy, ;, ; .· , . ·, ·
_ HlL , 389-3 ., ~:nti~ Philosophy ~ -~ :~

ON-LINE SEMESfER-BASED COURSES:
HED
4425-5 Dev. Vehicle Operation Skill
443s-3 Dev. Classroom Skills

HED

~rn · ~~t~
ThfS

419-3
334-3
335-3
·IST
405-3
1ST
412-3
IST
426-3
IT
475-3. ·
JRNL 301-3
MCMA•,·534-3·
REHB . 503-3

I.'-T
1ST

,

=.

~~:ri~i:r~~r¥~~1

,v~.

Occupational Internship
Database Processing
Data Communications
Inst; And Conf. Of Internet
Planning Imp. & Eva!. Info. Sys.
Applications Levelopment Env .
C.,uality Control
Principles of Advertising
Qualitative Research
Basic Behavior Analysis

'mj it~~:inc!i=~~es
:WED fo1=~
-~:1f!:~~!~
586-3 Adult Vocational Programs
WED

593-3

Individual Research

}: W}~1:J'!~~g~~;iajors
3 - Junior Standing required
4 - Web-based -version only
5; Check/or PrerequisiJes
,
6 - Dg,anment pennission required
7 - Cli.eckfor availability
8 - Not Am!lablefor Graduate Credit
..
9 ~ On-campus
need instnu:1or's permission

studerus

Division of Continuing Education ·
Southern lliinois University Carbondale
Washington Sguare "C" · 618-536.,.7751 ·

~~:f/www.ace.siu••edulsi~connected
' :.:,; ~://~~'~;~~,s~.µ.~d~/~~zhPW'.. .
.
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More than you ..would expect from a
textbook store!
.
.
One stop and you are ready .for classes .

. ~cc:=>~<f.·-=t
SchOol SUF)plies
-

.

l'~G-.~?t#·~-#-.·).··.
Art Suppa:ies
~<2Zc±>~ zy . =t
Com(pi.!~ter:., $upplies
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SPC prepares. Spring, schedultf OtJtll#~t~~"JJP?fi?t:hn

Funds up $8 500
'
fro In ,last year
Valerie N. Donnals

Daily Egyptian
The Student Programming Council is tightening its purse strings in response to cuts made
to its budget from the UndcrgradU3.te Student
Government last November.
SPC requested about S240,000 from USG
to fond e\-ents for SIUC students for this school
year. They initially g:n-e SPC about SI05,000,
and asked them to resubmit a request to fun
eYents for the spring.
USG had abom ,SB0,000 to allocate for
spring e\'enG, and SPC requested S61,600.
They cut the m•mber to S56,910, gi,-ing them
a total of about S163,000 for the :-ear. Though
the amount is about S8,500 more than the,·
receh·ed last year, it is still about SB0,000 k;s
than they had hoped for.
Neil Young, USG ,·ice president, said the
money they have to allocate is for all organiza tions to share, and although he would hm:
liked to fill their request, they had obligations
to ot\ier RSOs. Last }-ear alone, they fielded
requests from hundreds of organizations comprising thousands of students who requested
more than a million dollars.
SPC also recci,-es funding from local radio
stations, the CitY of Carbondale and GPSC for
some events, but the majority of their funding
comes from USG. It uses the funding to bring
lecturers, bands and comedians to campus.
They arc currently organizing a trip to see Les
J\liserables at the Fox Theater in St. Louis.

The senators iurried down sevcrn1. of the
requests to set more money aside to sponsor
Spring Thing, an annual outdoor concert, and
ensure that ilicre will be no chaige to students.
The Purchase Awards, a long-standing
tradition at SIUC, \\'ere one of the events cut
this year as a result. The :innual show purchases
sc,-eral students' artworks to hang in hallways
of the Student Center.
·
"It was a good way for artists to get their
woikoutthere and gain some credibility; said
Steve Annen, SPC's executi,-c director.
Last fall, 86 students, both graduates and
umlergraduates, submitted 128 works of art to
be considered for the art show. Matt Phillips,
director for the Visual· Arts Committee and
organizer of the awards, said this was a "':ry
good turnout.
Phillips said he went to USG and thought
that some of the senators \'Oting on the bill did
not understand the concept of the e\'Cnt.
-Jt is a cultural e\-Cnt to educr•c and <:>.-pose
students to art and how :m siiows work.
in.:,-.racting with professionals and exchanging
ideas," Phillips said.
He said he,muld hate to see it fall apart. If
they do not recei,·e any more funding, he will
be forced to seek sponsors or chaige a fee for
students to submit their works.
Annen agreed saying, as ,\ith most e\'Cnts,
they ha,-c to make the money up somewhere.
Annen said that c,·en though a lot of
programs \\'ere not cut, it's a business and the·
restricted budget affects the talent that they're
able to bring to campus.
For o.ample, USG allocated $25,000 to
fund Spring Thing, an annual outdoor concert
that is free to students. Annen said that SPC
had proposed to bring in a big name, such as the

DavcMatthcwsBandj~vhlch~id·cos~more} ':: uusG dhl~~~j~vcus:ila~am~untof
than $100,000. If USG ,\:ould cov~ a portion . : money; it is probal?lytheJ:ugest~(?Cltion we've
, of that lee, t. hey would ~, ab.le ~ m_:l;kc u,p the.,.•, C\:cr
... ~~.\'Cd.·;· Ann,.eni~d:.•~.-·e, p.,.ro~lem
.. ?'."-S..
rest of the cost by chaigipg a sma!J ticket fee.,- , that 1t took a little long to get tr to us.: : .• However, USG guidelines, stipulate that.. . J~c said. SPC. attcn?ed a, ,coriferenr:i; in
Spring Thing be :i free C\'Cllt, so Annen said October where they met many agents of ~ands
they are o.•mtricted to the base funds allocated_ and comedians who have appeared on Comedy
for the event. He says they 3!l' looking to bring · Central and BET. Sirice they !,ad not received
inasmallactforSpringT!ung,currcndysched~: their spring allocation yet, they could not put
uled for April, but no band h~s been sign~-d. - · . ,liids in for the events. _ : . · , ·•. · < ' · ,·:
All RSOs followthes:imeextensiveproccss-'
Anneri said Sf•C· has-.,ro, deal with· the
to rcccive funding from USG. They eacli · fill · entertainment industry, which is constantly
out papen\'Ork stipulat;ng why they need the changing. USG's p~cess constricted SPC's
funds and how they will be used:Then they go ability to do its job.
· , __ ,·.· . · ,: ,
before the finance comnuttee'who helps them·
.~We go in and·.wc ,tty .to·pu~: on seveial
decide what they need and wh?._~ can. be cut.. . . . •, · progrnins and, all ',of ou·r committ~ have a lot •
USG currently appro,-cs. funding proposals _-. going on; said Annen. uney'rc going in and
line by line to ~ why the money is needed and line-itemizing C\-crything, which they want to
then sets up guidelines for ho,v the money can do for acc01intability, but it really takes up their
be used. This process is done to ensure that time and our freedom. It puts us in a tighter
RSOs use the money for cimpus-wide 6-cnts spot."
and do notmisusc the funds..,.
Annen said•he respects· them for going to
SPC had to follow some different guidelines all of the trouble that they go through, but he
this year after USC: discmired some problems would like to see.more of a dedicated fee in the in previous years, Young said. He said they :future. With a 'dedicated fee, SPC 'ivould be:
asked for money, tookit,and then did not spend gi\;cll.a.certain amot{nr,ofmoney .to deal ,,ith
itas they,,-ere supposed to.
· as they,vis_h..; ·: • ·-·-. _', · , : ·.· <
"It's hard for us to just look the other way
"I'd like to see the process changed'a little
and let them spend themoneyonwhate\-erthey bit,n Anncri ,said. •us9 ·did• gi11e .us ·a good
want, which could not necessarily be in the best amount of money, but th.e process was a.little
interest of the students,~ Young said.
long and hindered what \\'C could do."·.···
He added that if some smaller organizations
"lf we didn't haYe ~ ''.'llrIY. so .ri:mc.'i about
misused funds, they would not get funded dur~ ifwe had·themtmey, ~h~nwe.could do the job
ing spring allocations the next year. Therefore, a lot better, and tiiat's
wen:;hcre for: to
USG made the initial allocation to SPC for the provide ~tcrtainmcnt for the campus,"
fall and told them they could ask for more if
• 'i '. ··.
· · · '· '.· · ·
they used the money responsibly.
·
Rrporter Valeri~ N. rjonnals
Annen said that this complicated their
azn be reached at •. . . '
funding process.
,·tfonnals@dailj-egypti:ut.co~

,rJiat.

Students pick comp11:ters over campus
Denise-Marie Balona

The Orlando Sentinel
ORLANDO, Fla. (KR'D
- Ris:ng tuition, crowded classes
and busy lifestyles are forcing more
;1nd more students offunin,rsitycampuses and onto the lmernet, where a
college degree could [.,. as close as a
laptop computer.
Online programs have flooded
the market since universities and
pri,'3.te companies first introduced
them in the 19\I0s.
There 3IT signs, though, that
•c-leaming" is growing mo~ p,>pular as more state uni\'ersities offer
proi,::rams.
The U.S. Department of
Education has estimated that in 2003
more th;1n 2 million people will be
c:1rolled in sc-called distance-education programs, which include online
c!.isscs. In 1995, at least 500,000

students \\'ere invoh'Cd in distance- Across the country, some prestigious
education programs, when most used uni\-ersities created independent
video and radio to learn off campus, institutions offering e-lcaming. But
the Education Department reports.
the demand wasn't tl1ere, so many
After a week jammed with corpo- closed or reorganized.
rate meetings and computer-network
"Originally, I think people
problems, Alex .MoiSCC\' leaves his thought o:,line education would
Orlando office on Fridays and heads just mushroom, and that just didn't
to Saint Leo Unn·crsity.
happen," said Diane E. Rogers, ,ice
But instead of traveling two president for gm·crnmental and extcrhours to the university's Tampa-area nal relations for the national Council
campus, Mois=· simply drives home. for Higher Education Accreditation.
There, the 26-)-e:ir-old computerBut as more people ha,-e incorposcience major trades his business suit rated the Internet into their everyday
for a T-shirt and shorts and plops fu-es - from paying bills to buying
in, front of his home computer for things - stud}ing online no longer
lessons.
seems extraordinary·. Online learning
"I can manage my ;,wn time; I isn't for evcyone because it requires
can schedule my own times of study, a higher degree of self-discipline.
my own times to take the tests; said . Students have to set their own pace.
Mois=·, who works for ;1 bank and
The American Association of
has taken classes while on business Uni\'ersit:y ProfCM>rs is \\'Orried about
trips and family \'isits. It is a trend dropout rates. Thirty-tw!) ~ t to
that has grown in fits and starts. 64 percent of ,,n!ine IC3nJ_°: drop

NOW THAT'S
GOOD-NEWS!

SHOUN A. HILL -

ORLANDO SENTINEL (!:(RT)

A!~x Moiseev studies computer science at Tampa's -Saint Leo
University from his home, in Orlando.
their studies compared to 4 percent
to 15 percent of traditil}l'lA! students,
accon:ling to the :agency's srudies in
2000.
Critics of online education argue
that, outside the classroom, students
lose the benefit of working one-on- ..

one \\ith instructors and discussing
issues with colleagues.
Educators and lawmakers ~~
looking for ways to support onlinc
classes, which would allow uni,-ersities ~ take in more students without
needing more space. .

~
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. . •Although the administration Dl2}'
~ _; , , Q;;,ri:n.;,u,;,~~-~AQF.J ·_;J~~ngitsasscssmcnt,the~• .,
· -• . . - . .. ..
. .
. .- .., : hon 1S: What happens to the positions ·
..
·
·
· - th.at an: lost?" he said. "'The number
.:• . Elsaid said th.at though he believes of continuing faculty is· decreasing
the strategic hiring plan is a step in outside of the Law School and·med
the right direction, he, as wdl as school:
m:1.nyofhis peers, were miffed by the
.There was controversy early on
:i.lloation of the appointments. .
about the number of faculty hired.
"Many of us got substantially .Chancellor Wendler asked· for
less th.an needed; he said. -We were 28 appointments, while Mortcu
looking for two in my department, D:mcshdoost, Faculty . Association
but now we're stuck - we can only president, pointed out that the
University lost SS professors last year
hire one." · ·
Steven Esling, head of the due to rctircmmts and resignations.
Geology Department, said he· is
Hippo said th.at while 28 may not
grateful for being on the list for a be enough, it is better th.an nothing.
senior faculty member, but still needs He suggested the administration
more hdp for his department.
talk with individu:i.ls about its needs
Edwin Hippo, a professor in and conduct more in-depth rcscarch
mechanical engineering, said his before making these decisions.
department :i.lso needs more assistance
•1 want to· emphasize that the

,.:;

administration is trying to . do
something a.nd we need to rccognizc
the effort," he said. •But l agree the
procedures used could have been
better." .
&pc_rtrr Katir Dinis ain k rmchd al
kdavis@dailycgyptian.com

class." Davis said. "Then that. person
becomes the instructor of rcconl."
?au! Sarvcla, dean of the College of .
Applied Sciences and Arts, said that if
there is a strike, his department plans to
and faculty."
.
Faculty and administrators have remain dedicated to the students.
Included in Dancshdoost's letter also not come to an agrccmcnt on who
-Jf there is a strike, WC an: going
was a &culty member's own disclaimer holds the title of instructor of records, to keep the snxbts in mind," Sarvcla
that he or she had included in his or her die person who can determine the said. "We are committed to the stu·
syllabi. The stll.:mcnt said, • ••• Please srudcnt's final grade.
dents and we want to meet the students'
note that in the C\'Cflt of a &culty strike
Dancshdoost said in his lcttcr th.at needs to the best ofour ability."
this semester, we may nccJ ti> arrange &cu1ty in the teaching positions ha\-c
He said th.at .even though he is
extra sessions, after the strike, so th.at "cxpcrtisc" in the specific field. Faculty remaining optimistic about both nego· we can complctc the semester's work. an: the instructors of rcrord "on the tiation teams wodcing fwd for a soluAlso, if a strike occurs, someone else lwis of our earning a doctorate and tion to avoid a strike, the dcpartmcn: is
Dl2}' be assigned to teach this cl.us.
having }'Cll'S of experience in teaching dedicated to making sure students still
It would be a violation of aadcmic in ourfidd."
rcccivc an cducatiorL
Administrators, on the other hand,
-We will do our best to·provide
freedom to require me, as the teacher
of record, to include the assignments said th.at when a course is disrupted CO\-cragc of classes with qualified
and grades .given by th.at person in because ofillness or some other reason, substitutes," Sarvcla said. "Meeting
computing your final grade."
the department chair can rcassi,,"11 a students' needs should be one of our
·
But with no written policy of what new instructor to the class in case of top priorities."
can be done in the case of a strike, a strike.
students an: left wondering what class
"The main duties of the chair or
&pcrtrr Kristina Dailing
amkmzdxdlll
work will be acupted tuw:ml their dim:tor of the department in that situkdailing@dailyegyptian.com
ation is to ~ an insttuctor to the
final grade.
"Givai the information th.at v:c

SYLLABI·.

know to be true, and the University
I ·policy and the students' rights to be
treated t',,irtv, students could appc:i.1,·
6·
be the value th.at unifies administration
CDNIINT IFD FROM PAGE
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Fans reach high to grab at a coupon dropping from the Cellular

One Blimp during a time out The Dawg Pound enthusiastically
supported the Salukis Wednesday during their first home game
this semester. The Salukis beat Wichita State 69-64.

Auto
$500 POLICE IMPOUNDS!
Call & trucks lrom $5001 For istings
call 1-aoo-319-3323exl"642.

81 CAVAUCR. RED, many inp,oyements In past year, malnt regularly, n.ns greal, $1,300, 203-0508.

AUTOBESTBUY. NET, not Ot'ly

means ~ Ille best deal but alllO
buying w/confidenoe, 684-8881.
BUY, sa.L, AND TIIADE, MAMio Sales, 605 N Illinois Ave, 457•
7631.
NISSAN SENTRA 94, 137,lDIX rri,
2dr, exc cond, new tires, cal 618303-8021.

WANTED TO BUY: vehicles, motor•
cycles, nning Of not, paying from
S2S lo $500, Esca1s wanl8d, cal
534-94370f~1 •. -

Furniture

0&S NEW & USED 1um1tura, 10w
prices, good selection, 509 S. llrlnois

Ave, 529-7273.
SOFA & LOVE seal, llower print
c,een& ~ - $250,~-2068.

Appliances
$100 EAOi, WASHER, dr)ef, refrilleralor, Slove, & freezer (90 day warranty) A b l e ~ ~-77ff7.

•

..-.
.

~

'Oalesloplb&sh
-classiftcaticnwanted
'Weekday (8-4:31) phone~

FAXAOS ate lUl)jectlo nonnal

dea<lines. The Daly Egyptian,.
Ille righllo edl, prnpe,1y
dasslly Of dedinlt any ad.

. 1118-453-3248

DAILY EGYPTlAN

MAKANDA-NEW LISTING, 375 ·
Gypsy TrN Ln, 5 bctm, 4 ful & 3
hall balhl, 7500 sq II, Indoor pool,
saooa, 2 llreplac:es, llnlshsd basernef"I, new 000 sq ft declc, 5 acns.
$394,000, cal 457-3344 lcr a lllOW-

. Mobile Homes

· Musical

WE RENT, SELL, trade karaoke
and sys1ems, JVC MN- · •
2 BDRM, G000 cond, wld haolwp,
303BK and Audio S!ream AS-222
newer tumam. rJa. 1omin Iran SIU, Karaolut players In stock new and
$3500, 997-4804. - · · -~ •
· · · · used, www.aoundc0re1'r11Soom

coo·a

·Rooms,, ..

LG 1 BDRM Mllease, Mboro, quiet,
avai

m pets,_ water Ind. $295/rno,
311 OfS0all!f,cal924-2029.

a/c,greatlocallon,5'9-9643.

lnc:Wtlhs~Wormation:
•ful namo and address

-

Sublease

303-0833.
1 OR2 roommates Meded, house
dose lo C:llTl)US behind rec. w/d,

Fax us )'CUI' 0assffied M

~: • FOR'
RENT'
,#{'
._.

lno-

... ~,.._-...

FAXm

FEMALE ROOMMATE. GRAO\J.
ATEl24yrs, axtm In Sou1hefn Hills,
S27t:Vmo, util lncu1, 351-1573.

SUBLEASER NEEDED ASAP lo
shanl 2 bdrm, 225/mo+l/2 waler+
heat. rice neigt1bomood. cal 2032853.

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO shanl 2 .
tam house, 1 ni 011 CIIT4)US.
S275hno + 1/2 util, $300 dep, cal
Dan at 616-924-6414 Of step by 523
NAllyn.

"ROOMMATE NEEDED TO shanl 3 :

.

Homes

~

onlineat
hllp://dassad.saluldc.da.slu.P,'j.J/

24holnadayl

Parts. & Service

--.

Roommates
1 BDRM, IN dean 2 tam apt, dose
lo CIIT4)US. fir.,, 2 U balh, parking.
pool, $41Mno, w/ uti1, and DSL. cal

BEDS, OiEST, SOFA, de$lc, w/d,
slove, lrig. 25' "' portable, lan-4>, rric:rowave, et. 529-0874. .

STEVE THE CAR OOCTOR Mooile
Mec;.'w-k, ha mal<es house cab,· •
457•7l84 Of mobile 525-11393.

•-

Electronics
You can place )'CUI' dassllied ad

'".
.,ii

tam hause, aval ll)llng, $165/r:"o +
1/3 utilities, dose lo ca"1)US. cal
201-2M.5 Of 630-T.JO.OOSD.

ROOMMATE TO SHARE "" house;

.~•

rJa. cS'w, w/d, patio, $275 + 1/4 elec, .
351-1940.

Rent today for
- -Fall2Q03 .

Pllaae: S29-2241 Fu: j51:sm
. 40S E. Collqc ..

m

~

...
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_s,_s-_m_-3-138
__be_1ore_epm.
__
• __,

:=r1~:Z.·~Jl

SUBLEASE TILL AUGUST 1 bdrm
apt, tum,$ 275/mo, cable & traSh
i ~ laundry on s~e. 351-7003.

M·BORO, 1 BDRM. trash. water,
c'a,

Apartments

s-:e~.

1 BDRM, LARGE. quiet, 10 ft ceilings, carpeted. 20 min to campus.
S300lmo, ca• 893-2423 veiy nice.
2 BDRM APT, SPACIOUS, near
SIU, ample parl<lng. tumishe<I. 457•
4422.
2 BDRM, 2ND !loot, deck, quiet,
near bus stop, $400'mo, 924-1275.
2 BDRM, EDGE of campus, avaa
now, Goss Property Managers, caD
529-2620.
2 BDRM. UNFURN, SMAU. pets
okay, laundry facilities on groundS,
$485/mo, $300 deposit. 457•5631.
2 BDRM, wro. water & traSh incl,
trig range, pets ok, c/a, close to
~ . $50(1/mo, avaH January,
201-2945.
3 BDRM, 2 balh, 5 blocks trom camstudent rental, also am 3
roc,n, 1 bdnn. no pets, caD 457.
5923.

p,..,.

4,3.2.1 bdrms, cal lot showing. no
peC!I, 549-4808. tree rental bl at 503
S Ash.
ATTENTION FRESHMEN, YOU can
live off campus next year.come see
~~~onSludios, l

f;

OAI.E AREA, BARGAIN, SPA•
IOUS, 1 bdrm apl, Incl water &
ah. call 684-<1145 or 684-6862.
C'DALE. 1 BORM. lg living room &
kilt:hen, watet and traSh lnc.J. $250/
mo, 214 E Mom,e 12, 687•2475.
C'DALE. 5 MIN 10 SIU, effic. clean,

quiet. $210/ mo. special summer
rates, caa 924-3415 or 457-8798.
CHECK OUT ALPHAS PLACES,
w/d, d/w, whit1pool lubs, master
suites, garages, spacious rooms.
pnvalefencedpa!io.catsconsidered, 1-4 bdrm ava~. summer and
ran semester, can 457-8194
alpharen1al@aolcom
www.a!pharen1als.net

EFFICIENCY, 1 BU( from campus,
at 410 west Freeman. water and
traSh pckup incl, $225/mo, can 687·
4577 er 967·9202

Houses
..............WORK FOR RENT.........:....
........... FOR MORE INFO CALL.......
....................549-3850...................-,
.. ...HOUSES IN THE COUNTRY......
.........HURRY FEW AVAILABLE........

Sctlilling ~~a'i:!,~gement
618-549-0895

1 & 2 BDRM, CIA. nic::8 & quiet area,
avaD now, oo dogs, 549·?081.
---------1
1 BDRM APT, 901 N Oakland,
S::50/ mo, can 457-3344, ask for
Brenda.

1 BDRM APT, new, Cedar Creek rd.
privale patio caD 528-0744.

UNITY POINT SCHOOL area, newly
deec,ated, dean & quiel. ready to
move In 3 bdrm apt, complete with
tumilure, wld. e/a. & trash pick-up,
$625/mo + secumy dep, lot mc,e In•
lo can 529-3564, sony no pets.

Now RenUng ror
2003-2004 achool year II
Get In early lor the best
seledionolapts,
Get on the ~st now!!
Locations available close IO cam•
pus, some-an utilities included, aD
have laundry facilities on Sile.

SUBLEASER NEEDED, 1 bdrm
Robertson Circle dr. ~ great deal
must be subleased. can 529-0026.

huge rooms, wld. c'a,

5~ .

!J~~6~~.)~

SUBLEASER NEEDED FOR spring
2003, 1 bdrm apt, furn, close to
campus, $365/mo, cal 351-7593 or
email jcssica'<f@hctma~.com

1 BDRM APT, !um, above Mary
Lou's res1aurant, no pets, first & last
& deposit. caD 684-5649

NEAR CRAB ORCHARD lake, 2
bdrm & storape rm, $325/rm, oo
pets,549-7400

M·BORO EFFIC, CLEAN quiet,
walk..nc:losets, water& traSh incl,

STUDIO APT, HEAT, water & trash
Inc~ $315,mo,close iocampus, 1.

STUDIO APT, FURN, clean, quiet, 2
mi tromcampus, util & alcincl, nonsmoking serious student, $300/mo,
351-0477 c, 529.535,q_
II

The Oawg tfouH
• Daily Egyptlan's onl.ne housing
guide at
1twww.dailyegyptian.com/da
house.html

Townhouses

3 BDRM, 2 bath, deck, w/d, carport.
ale, gas heal. $630'rno, no pets,
avail now, 525-2531.

2 BDRM. UNFURN trailer,~
petsok,noalc,(57-5631.

BIG 3 BDRM, ALL NEW windows.
lumace, wld, air, close to campus
$690/mo, Mike O 924-4657.
CARTERVILLE, 604 RIDGE st. 3
bdrm, garage, basemen!. pool,
$650/mo + dep & lease, 985-4184.

C'DALE DELl.'XE 2 bdrm townhouse, 2 car garage, can 985-9234.-

C'DALE 2 BDRM houW, lg back•

CHECK OUT ALPHA'S PLACES.
w/d, d/w in eaeh u n i t , ~ lub,
master SUite, garages, private fence
deck. pets considered, 1-4 bdrm,
avail May.JUNE-AUG, 457-8194.
alplw9ntal@J10l.com
www.alpharenlala.net

yard. $450/mo, 508 S Logan 687·
2475.
C'DALE 2 BDRM w/ office, recently
remodeled, S650/mo, 529-4787.
C'DALE 2 BDRM. avail now, pets aJ.
lowed. clean & newly painted, dose
10 campus, S485/mo, can 351-0329.

TOWNHOME FOR RENT now, 3
bdrm, to share
others, ~mo ·
& ulil, w/d, d/w, patio, huge, can Jil
at 201·2127,
---------

wrz

CHECK OUT ALPHAS PLACES,
w/d, d/w, whirtpool toos, master
suites, garages, spacious rooms,
private fenced patio, cats consldered, 1-4 bdrm avail, summer and
lal semester, caD 457-8194
~harentalGaol.com
www.a~net

Duplexes
2 BDRM UNFURN, small pets okay,
water incl, Canlbria area, $375/mo,
ava.ilJan1St,caD457·5631.

1 & 2 BDRM MOBILE HOMES,
close to campua, $225-$350/mo,
water & traSh Included. no pets, can
549-4471.
- 2X54--,-B_D_RM._fum._de_an,.;.._ne_ar-1
1
2
rec center, $230/mo, ref, can 457.
7639.
-14_X70_,w-m-P-OUT-,$35(Vmo
___
plu_s_ I

trash pick-up and lawn care, laundr0mal on premises, Roxanne MHP,
2301 S Illinois Ave, 549-4713.

ALPHA'S SUBLEASES 3 bdrm
hcuse, wt 2 car garage, I ~ ZO."llng, $950, w/d. d/w, private patios,
~-8194 or 529-2013, Yo"WW.alpharentals.net or alpharen1al Gaol.com

turn, central ar, 549-4808 (no pets),
Free Ren1al ~tat 503 S Ash.

RENT AN.OFFICE AT the INTEII•
.NET BUit.DiNO and conned 10 the .

2 BDRM, WITH sludy, rJa, wld. new
llooting. new paint, 500 S Washington, avail now can 457.7337•

5618 E GRAND road, In Carterville,
newly remodeled, 3 bdnn. $675 plus

I3 -------Odrms, 306 w eoaeoe. tunvun-

Commercial

deposit, 5 ml SOUll1 of C'dale, quiet .
Area, can 529-l 092
2 BDRM HOMES, water, sewer,

dep & lease, 985-4184.

2 BDRM TOWNHOUSE avail Marth
1 (Alpha Rentals) S6-W mo, private
patio, w/d, prelly view, 1000 Brehm
Lane, 5 min to campus, current tenants' new lumishings ava~ for put·
chase, 549-.."610, lburgesiu.edu

Mobile Homes
.......MUST SEE 12 bdrm trailer.........
.......Sl 9Slmo & upllll bus avail,....-.
........Hurry, lflW avail, 54 9-3850.._-...

....................549-3850......................

4.3.2.1 bdrms, cal for lhcwing, no
pets, 549-4008. tree rental lisl at :;o:i
SAsh.

2 BDRM NEW constructed townhouses, Giant city, 1300 ~re feet
many extras, avail now, 549-8000.

CLAss1F1EDs

too WORKERS NEEDED, assem-

ble crafts, wood Items, maJerlals

Affordable Mobile Homealll
Close to campus, big Shaded yards.
,-iy remodeled. laundry laCilily on
Sile, sman pets ok. $280.00 and up.
SChlllilng Property Management
635EWalnut
618·549--0895
C'DALE. 1 BDRM, $250/m0, 2 bdrm
$25().$4()(),lmwater,gas, lawn&
trash ~- oo pets, 800-293M07.

C'DALE. 1 OR 2 BDAM, localed in
quiet park. S175-$350/mo, cal 529.
2432 or 684-2663.
··

FOR RENT/SALE, 14X80, 3 bdrm, 2
balhs, on private lot, close to town,
$550,'mo, cal 618-549•9754.

NEW 16X60, 2 luD balh. 2 bdrm, cJa.
w/d hookup, walk-in closet,
$4!.0lmo, 457.7337,
NICE 2 BDRM, maintenance on Sile,
$215-$250/mo, 549-8000.
THE DAWQ HOUSE
THE DAILY EGYPTIAN'S ONLINE
HOUSING GUIDE AT
1/www.dailyegyptian.com/dawg
housa.hlmf

Mobile Home Lots

provided, 10 $480+week, tree Info.
pa!1dng. 24 hr, 1801-26~23-40. .•

Property·
r,et raster ll1an you crvet lmaglnedl
d-3 ( makeS a 11 look slow) for .
SSC:Vmo offices r:om BO aq nto •
20000 aq ft. for mc,e Info Chris B
~2013orChrls881940aol.com

AVON REP., NO quo1as, tree ship- .
ping, lllart-up $10, 1-800-89B-2868,
tree gift w/ sign-up. ·

w
. . NTa....n...wt...ANTSe_d__t....ToRAJ
__
RLE..eR_n_3t_

STU
........DE....

tJ<drn, 2 balh, In good condition, on

lot. 618-521-4422, 618~-4030.•

''. Help.Wanted·

:

S1500Wttkly Potential mair,ng our ·
dtaJlars, Free Information, Cal 203683-0202.

.•

:.

APPLICANTS WANTED TO study
Part rv or The Urantla Book, EARN
S25,000, For details
• •· . .
,visilWtfWCYCOtnrtilWilrd®aJ
-

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED,
$250 a day potential, local positions,
1-800-293-3985 ext 513.
COUNSELOR/ AOV~TE. ·. 7
,
tSHRS/ w1c. degree In Human Serv•
Ices req. ei:;, pref, Good Samaritan
Mlristr1es. susan or .'1uth, 457•5794.
. CUSTOMER SERVICE/ TECH Support FT/PT, rellable, lrienclly and ·.
good phone aJdlls a must. Neon In- .
tamet, www.neondsl.C01T1,
lwant2work@neoodsl.com

~~t7&J116j©[j] -~~ .
,$ 850..00 offl ·

(maybe more) for Fall 2003
Come in and see for Yourself .
Now A~cepting_ Reservations@·
600 West Mill.St. ph. 549-1332.
·

www.stevensonanns.com

Garden_ Park
"Early Bird". Special
·thru Feb~ 21 st
Luxury Apts. for 2. 3~ or 4
SOPHOMORE to Grads
Office: M-F 1~Sp.m.
6.07 .East Park St.
pH. 549-283 5

PARADISE ACRES, lots available,
$75 a monlh wllll 1 yr lease, call for
details, 965-2787.

---------1
3 BDRM, 2 balh, condo, Beadle Or,
COUNTRY SETTING, 2 bdrm, car•
sublease !rem Jan-Feb, $925/mo
_neoo_tiab_1e_.35_1_-0_1_«>_._ _ _ _
BE THE FIRST to live In brand new
construdion. Giant City area, will be
ready for $Pring, fireplace, 1 car garage, d,'w, many, many, extras. call
549-8000
BRECKENRIDGE APTS 2350 S It..

~=-~~;"!~~~;

pelS

1

pet, gas, appl, c'a, pets ok,
S4251mo, after 5pm can 684-5214.
FURN, 3, 4, & 5 bdrm, hcuses and
apts, close to SIU, central heat, ale,
yard, no pets, can 457•7762.
HERRIN, 2 BDRM completely remodeled, c'a & heat. pet cr,tional,
basement. $565/mo, can 942•5374.
M"BORO 2 -4 bdrm hc,nes, $250S660/mo, can for de1ailS 687-3893.

C'DALEWEST, 10 rrin, very nice,2
txlrm. hookups, lg wooded yd. no
pets, 457-5632.

She's happy.

~

OP C'OALE LOCATION luxwy 2
rm, house, e/a, w/d. no peta,
alt684-414Sor684-Qa2.

FOR RENT 2 BDRM, 1 1/2 balh. ga,
rage, refrigerator, stove, S525/mo,
wld hoo~ up, 985-8772.

UNIQUE RENTAL OPPORTIJNJ.
TIES: reasonable 1& 2 bdrm a.its,
hOuses & trailers In M"boro proper
and CU1lying $225-$450, 687-2787.

NEAR CRAB ORCHARD lake, 1
bdrm wlcarport & storage, no pets,
$300/mo, 549.7400

ENTER DRAWING FOR tree compu1er when you sign a new lease, 1
bdrm, 2 blocks lrom SIU, 457-6786.
FREE RENT, CALL for de1ails, lease
enters you In drawing forCXlffll)Uler,
1 bdrm, 2 blks from SIU, t,gh speed
intemel access, $30IYmo, 618-457·
6786.

LOYaY, 1 &2bdmlapts,localed
just off the Sir%>, at 201 w College,
avail lmmed, $350 & ~mo,•
util, and ~my dep, caD 924-5554.

Why are these two happy?
It's becau~e th~y went to

SIU Qlltl!H1ed
Fna Soplloaoru ta Grau

www.dailyegyptian.com

9 or 12 month leases
Spadoas
Fmishrd

S-i~P8al

r.:::« Ill Campas

and checked out the· Dawg House, ·_
a premier lnt~m~t guide
. to rental property listings.in Carbondale.

A/C
Cable TV
ADSL

Partlnl

ilr«imcilsml Jbalnxm
ap:anmm:sfcr3ir4pmms
Fall2003

~@M~T~~

Thanks to the Dawg House, these two already--~
have their leases signed for next fall and can focus on
other things, like improving their dance moves.

1207 S. Wall
457-4123

Show Apt. Al'Dilable
,_l±f
~
1•5p.m.

11·2

w1111.tb uha ts.com
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CLASSIFIEDS

DAILY EoYrrtAN

HIRING FOR ALL positions, apply at
lhe E.tecutlve IM & Cooferenc:e
Center, 2600 W. Deyoung, Marlon
IL. 618-997•2326.

· ·lnfernef?· -

~ ~ : : : ~: : ~ ~ ' : "

-PIZZA--C-OOKS--.-PT-,-some-lu_nch
_ _ 1 all lntematioNI trips. Party like a
hours needed. musl be avai over
rock star with Maxim Magazine and
breal(.neat appearance, apply In
~1-800-

Daw3 ·House

1

appearance. PT some lunch hows
needed. apply In person, Ouatras
Pizza. 218 W Freeman.

. www.sunchase.com
1,aoo,SV1CRAS1

SIDETRACKS IS LCOKINO tor grill
cook. with a mimnum of 1 year exp.
see John between 8 & 10 am.

_neo_.ca_n_Oiane_·
_a_tEB_7-4_22&.
_ _ _ ~~:~:2:~s
Hal b-150.

packages with air, Our st.all's 181!1
Spring Bteal: 1-800-328-7513.
.... w.hOtSl)lingbreakS.com

---------1

SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS
America•• 11 Student

over brealts. some d3ys needed. ap,

travel tree. lnlonnatlonl reseivations

WANTED HOSTESS MUST be avaa

(I

Tour Operalor. ael trips.earn cash,

.

SPRING BREAK CANCUN, JamaiS Padre Island & Florida, Free
parties. food & drinks! BEST hotels
& LOWEST prices! www.break£r•
stravelcom (800) 575-2026.

ca.
TURN YOU SPJJlE Ume Into$$$,
mail-order/E-eonvnen:e. PTIFT. tree
Into. full training. www.smileonfree. •
domcom. (800)372-2853.

!

.

HANDYMAN WORK. FREE esti-

mates. no Job to smaa. can 985-

u,

(--

(JJ

(V")
(V")

a,

~•--

(.C)
(V")
Lt')

-l
-l

..... make someone smile

I

100 Appfiances
11 o Stereo Equip
115 Musical
120 Electronics
125 Computers
130 Cameras
135 Books
140 Sport Goods
160 Pets & Supply
170 MisceDaneous

1BO Auctio:'s/Sales
185 Yard Sales
FOR RENT
200Rooms
210 Roommates
220 Sublease
230Ap3rtments
240 Townhouses
250 Duplexes
260 Houses

270 Mobile Homes
280 Mobile Home lot
290 Comm Pro~erty
300 Want to Rent
310 HELP WANTED
315 Bus. Opport.
320 Employ. Wanted
330 Serv. Offered
335 Religious Serv.
340Wanted

Classified Advertising· Rates

345 Free
346 Free Pets
350 Lost
360 Found
370 Rides Needed
380 Rider: Needed
430 Entertainment
432 Food
435 Announcements
440 Spring Break

445 Travel
450 Personals
460 •900• Nun.bers
480 Web Sites

Directions

* Complete all 6 steps.
* One letter or number per space.

* Periods and commas use one space.

* Skip one space between words.
* Cou11t any part of a line as a full

line.

1::;:ss ----------------------------Phone# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date _ _ _ _ __
Run Ad

ClaSsificatlon #

Calculating Payment .

0 1 Day

Multiplf total runber of lines
time$ cost per llne as indicated

D.3 Days

•
d
•

under rates. For eu,rc,le ~ )'011
run a live line<dforS days. total

5 Days.
10 Days

cost Is $ZS.SO (Sl.0ZXSllnesXS

days). Add 15C per word/per day
for bcld words and ISC per line/
per day to, centering.

20 Days

Method of Payment
. .
.
Check or m. oney order enclosed for $ _ _ _ __
Credit·Card # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Exp. Date
Amount $

.

•N!gl,tShlft

Hust be enroDed at SIU for at least 6 credit houn
• Good drtvlnc record a must
• If )'OU an, enroDed In 8 •m or 9 am duses )'0U
need not apply

Complete a OE employment appllatlon rn.lible
•
at the OE customer service deslc
In room 1259. Comm. Bldg.
For more Info all Bhkeat SJ6-llll.ext.2'41

I

I

I

2003 CLASSIFIED
··. ADVERTISING POLICY.

/

/

.

.

-

.,_

<'

All classified advertising must be proce,sed
before 2 p.m. to appear in the next day's publication.
Anything proc~sed after 2 p.m. will go in the following
day's publication.
Classified advertising must be paid In advance
cxcq,t for those accounts with established credit. A scr•
vice charge of $25.00 will be added to the advertiser'•
account for every check returned to th" Daily Ei:yptian
unpaid by the advertiser'• bank. Early cancelbtions of
classified advertisement will be charged a $2.50 service
fee. Any refund under $2.50 will be fc.rfeited due to
the cost of processing.
·. .
-

. ·A sample of all mail-order Items must be submitted arid appro~ed prlo~ to deadline for publicat!on.

.Mail to:
· Daily Egyptian·

SIUC· , _
Mailcode 6887 · ·
Carbondale,-IL
62901
.. . ;
.-

--- ·_ -

ClaHlfied advi:rtl,ing running with the Daily
Ei:yptian ·.,ill not L., automatically renewed. A callback
will be given on the day .of expiration. If customer Is
not at the phone number listed on their account It Is
the re1ponslbility of the customer to contact the Daily
Egyptian for ad renew;il.

The Daily Egyptian aHumcs no liability if for
any reason it becomes nec~sary to omit any adverih.,.;
ment.::
·..
·
·
· ...

'

.............- ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ . . . . : . - - - - - · ; , _ . , ; ~ - _ ; . . _ . . , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , ______ . • • __ ._

The First Day Of Publication
The Daily Ei:yptian cannot be re,pon,ible for
more than ONE Jay's Incorrect insertion (no excq,•
lions). AJvertbcrs are responsible for checking their
ads for errors on the FIRST day they appear.
Advertisers stopping ln,ertions arc rcspon,ible for
checking their ads on the FIRST day they arc to cease
appearing. The Daily Ei:yptian will not be responsfole
for more than one Jay's insertion for a classified ad that
is to be stopped. Errors not the fault of the advertiser
which l~sen the value of the advertisement will be
adjusled.

All advertising submitted to the Daily Ei:yptlan
Is subject to approval and may be revised, rejected, o~
cancelled at any tlm~

5IIIIIIIIIHlllllllllllllJI
6

•

Please De Sure To Check
Your Classified Advertisement For Errocs On

1 Day.... (3 line minimum) .... $1A0 per line
3 Days ....· - - - - ~ · - S 1.19 per line
5 Days ...............................:.$1.02 per line
10 Day.,.__ _ _ _- ..$.87 per line
20 Days ...............................$.73 per line

2

iiI

•

I

Daily Egyptian Classified Advertising Order Form

20 Auto
25 Parts & Seniice
30 Motorcycles
40 Bicycles
SO Rec Vehicles
60 Homes
70 Mobile Homes
BO Real Estate
90 Antiques
95 Fumiture

lllakeatutZ41 afte,6p.m.

5 3 6 - 3 3 - a -a
_._.._. __ ._.._._ -1-.f

(JJ
(JJ

I

STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR Mobile
Mechanic:. He makes house c:Jls,
457•7984 or mobile ~ 3 .

··

(--;

3228.

LOCAL MOVING • RELIABLE; low
cost, G&S New & Used Furniture.
509 S. IDinois, C'dale. 529-i27J.

Strong mechanical aptitude a plus.

Smile Ads :~~-~~~~

..

S145 DRIVEWAY ROCK gpeclal. 15
tons, fimited delivery area. Jacobs .
True~ 667-3578 or 528-0707.

I

Daily Egyptian

800-648-4849 or www.sts1ravel.com

ply In P"fS0l1 Ouatra's pizza 218 w
Freeman.

I

II
ii
I

~~~~~~
"ca'.. .H~~"!!!,£D ffi.
YJ.
-8.l

HOT SPRING BREAKS

1

~:~~~~~:,::~s9

1

I

. SMALL BAPTIST CHURCH. located

TUTORS (ESPECIALLY WRITING
& math) & o!hef assislants needed
on a relerral basis to awst sludents
w/ disabilities. apply at dss, Woo.."'f

I

IiI .·'iiiiil

~

~=YT~~a:i:I,

II

Must be enrolled for spring semester
2003.
Previous press experience helpful ·
including that on small sheeted form
presses.
.

I•

The Dawg House is t~e premier Internet ::uide to
rental propeny listin~ in Carbondale. Sponsored by
the Daily Egyptian, we drive a high volume of ·
targeted traffic to your web pages, no matter where
they are listed ..

~

Must be enrolled at SIU for at least
6 credit hours.

'•
ll
1•

They can if you're listed at the

~~~•,!1:9"~·

person. Ouatra·s Pizza. 218 W Free- salesOsludentdty.com, or book on_man.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ lne atwww.studentci1y.com

PROMOTIONS INTERNSHIPS
AV,JL. Sound Core Music and Video. 618-457•5641 or618-457-0280.

I•
P.
II O

Can renters find your listings on the
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I. Printer's Assistant

Dance· Special! Book now and gel
S100 off our already Jow price! You,•
seat Is available now. but may be
gone IOmOrrow! can now BOCHl754525. www.ebreaknow.cor,:i

942-0294.
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"Going Loco" with a 'Lasl Chance to

1200. C'dale. 62903-1206.
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ACAPULCO'S r1 SPRING Braak
Company, BiancN-Rossl Tou,I b -

LEGAi. ASSISTANT, EXC firing and
C0f11)uter ll<ins req. reply to PO Box

PIZZA DaJVERY DRIVER, neat
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'Na ad~ will b
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Pla~e your ad by phone at 61S..536-3311 lt1onday~'. .
Friday 8 a.m:. to •3_0 p.m. or visit our office in the •
C~mrriu!'lcations Bulldi,:ii::, room 1259._

•

•

Advertlslng-only Fa.-:# 618-453-3~ 8.
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Bun, Bun LT .
..

MILLER LT.

9Mr~f.~f ~€.t:J.~q!f...~ ..IY.ff!.~«~
Great BBQ & Spirits
104 W.

JACKSON

° 529-0123

o.i.nes1<e1r,=.·A11\l!'!Smen,ec1.

Dormant Life

by Shane Pangburn

.--~===--======-.c=~~~~

~JIG day.
BIG game. ""t'·.. •....._ ·
BlG busine$s:

f/if/i">

lANUUl i~ \

by Seth Dewhirst

Let's Save Decatur

8

Larry's Pit BBQG

Seni.ng Southern Illinois'i Finest BBQ With A Wide Variety Of Fine Foods

Don't Be Left Out ln The Cold ...
... Try One Of Our
Mouth Watering Dinners That
Will Warm Your Heart And Your
Soul. Our Dinners Include:
Ribs, Chicken, Pork, Steak, Catfish, Jumbo Shrimp & More!
For Dl'.ssert Indulge Yourself In
Our Homemade Fudge.
Do-,p:s OfGreat Sandwiches And Side Orders

U~ sen·e great brealifast 7 days a week!
Dine-In or Drive - Thru

~y Buddy Hickerson

The Quigman~

Daily Horoscope

By Linda C. Bla_ck

Today's Birthday (Jan. 16); You could run into a person
this year who's both attractive and irritating. You'd sometime; !ik•, lo stra_ngle this person, but that's not a good
idea. Instead, use this person as a resource to get rid of
old baggage and pclish your performance. This coach will
show you how.
To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 1o is the
easiest day, O the most challenging.
Aries (March ll·Ap_ril 19)-Today is a 5 - If you don't
feel up to takinf on a new challenge, you're reading the
conditions well. Take it easy. Whatever it is can wail
Taurus {April 20-Moy 2~) - Today is an 8 - Don't race
all over town running errands. That's a waste of time and
money. You don't even need some of the stuff on your
list.. Edit.
Cemlnl (May 21-June 21) - Today is a 6 - You may
have thought you needed to make more monev, but there
are other ways to, achleve peace of mind. Cons;,ll a friend
who gets by on less.
Cancer (lune 22-Julr 22) - Today is an B - One of the
most important slu1ls you ca:, leam is knowi~g when and
how lo say •no." It'll do wonders for your. peace of mind
and make ii much easier lo schedule.
Leo (July 23-Aug. ll} - Today is a 5 - Does some aspect
of your work have you troubled? Somebody who's 'i>•lng
overlooked, who needs more of your attentio11? Focus on
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - carir.g for them, and you'll benefrt. too.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22} • Today is an B - If at first you
)ifjl'jjl,.\/41~ fi, THATSCRAMBLEOWORDGAME
don't succeed; ask a friend lo intervene. You hardly ever
~ ~~e
by Henri Amoldand lllkeArglrlon
ask for •~ything. but you could. You know the per/eel
Unscramble UJese lour Jumbles,
•
persan, too.
one letter to each square,
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) - Today is a 9 -Things_ are look·
ing up for you today. Love and romance ore in the air, and
rds.
opportunity mat be just around the corner.· Don't wait for
it :o come to yall. Reach out and grab it.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) - Today is an 8 - You may
feel attracted by a distant opportunity, yet i:esitate to
~T~~.k-c.
leave the security of the familiar. You should know if.it's
right for you to go_ soon. By S..turday, for sure.
· Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) • Today is a 6-You gen•
eralfy aren't a coupon-dipper, but late could toss you a
deal that's too good to overlook. Don't throw away a great
ii
opportunity.
Capricorn {Dec. 22-Jan. 19) -Toda~ is an 8· The _per•
WHAT THE FJREson yo,~ .,...,51 feel like uilking to isn't asking you to expl1in
WORKS Cfi!E.W DID
a thing. He or she ls a great listener, though. an~ you
Ar THE CEU:i3RAknow it. Vent. •
TION.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. I B) - Today is a 6- Love and
money are connected now. Th,i simply means you're
more
apt to achieve a goal with somebody specia: on your
r
::::.:.e:;:rs to
side. Work is involved; too.
··
·
•
•
SJ'Q!IOSledbylhoabovocartoon.
Pisce• (Feb. 19•March 20)- Todty is.,'/: Arrange your
· schedul~ to inc'ude a visit with frimd<, bufalso leave time
A forntty member nttds you now, maybe
for your
·
(k:i-Ners lomonow}
. just to know you're OK.
Yesterday_ 5_
Jumbles: LEAKY.-. HABIT
LAGOOI~
BUTTON
An!;wer: He couldn I stop lllis when he qu~ smoking
(c) '.Will, TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES INC. .
- TALKING ABO'Ji IT
Dis-.ributed by Knight Ridder/Tribune
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Crossword·.·
ACROSS
1 Booming Jot, lot
shO<t
40;.i0<ts
9 Frighten
14 Luau fa-e

'l'zl
"i.i"'"t--

j~~~eoods

7.11---

Stor/'scng

~

~1---:-

,.

~-·

~t-_:,_
~

:rn~~~~ee

20 Plumb 0f Arden
21 freshwater duck
22 Loose outer

23~=~

25 Hound
25 Ma•e a point

V Delicate fabric
28 0il.bgglo Of
Montana
31 Fort ,NC

33 CorMCISon
uumpod-Lp

3S=tion
3G Cteator of

CaptalnNemo
37 Dclibtcnds
38 Benedictions
40 Useadivinir.g
roe!
41 AllirmotiYII.

•2 Loo..1ongallery
43 capp'st,ye,,a

44 Al{slasl n.une?

7 NcwmanO<
McCartney
8 0raltorg.
9Dumwilh0ul
flames

45 Two-tone
48 Slvinkbock
51 _Alio,CA
52 Sep/> 1 maker
S3 lna,r ecl1y
55 Sort

12 Game of world

56 Asl::,und

24 Roman robes

10 Pllddlt!l'saaft
11

Verdi song
COnQueSI

13 Olncrlood

19!:aY<'Sllar,gar

57 Clatioet,sl Shaw 25 Claude of
58 llorninN>ee
·easat:1anca·
'27 Expansive
28 Crossing in lte
61 ROYef'swarn.ng . moddleofllvl

~~e

. block

DOWN
1 Swl1tncss
2 F;gu,eout
3 Vacabon
ccnd0m1111ums,

pcrnaps
4 lady-in•_
5 Actress Dahl
G Raa,w,:t, a
baton

29 lof:ypoems
30 ln_(lnactual

bengl
31 •~ ll'sCold
Outside·

32HoldSWir/
33 Oscar de la _
34Universityol

Maine locale
36 Praalcable

Solutions
1111 !l u a 3
3
ll
V
II

3
l
I
0

-""'s
J
S 3

s a

......
3 0

s

~

J. s
V I

3 II

3 II ~ IN a;
N· 3 I J. II V.?i 3 Z
I lo A l S no 3 N 0
ll I 0 , If d el l I 0
l 0 :> I e :!II VB V B
V N 3 l 11:1 3 1 V 1 .til
MO a.a S 0 N I s s
A II 1\93 NII 3 /\ ~ V
V 0 II l I VII lil'!ID D
r Kil 3 :>
Ii 3 NO
AN I J.
""'3 01 II
VIC l :J II 1 V J 1 I
n
, l I ¥
I IN 0 I 5
!,!JV rrrl S V 3 1,1 V ~
VI:> s ~ S d II V IA~

39 Dis..--olOred

y,
•

!l V d
V n V
II 1,1 3
:> 3 1,1

""''"'"
S 3 A
3 l

D
II O V

V II B
H.,.,
S 3

a

3 /\ J
,. l 3

_1.Q.!!.
J.

s s

47 Gardener, at

40 Lured
i.,,es
43 Actress Beatrice 48 Harws,

O.inks
•445 Mois1en
perioc:l1Cally

49 Ms. Bombed<
50 Rugged rock
51 Run smoou,1y

46 Edmanloo skate< 54 tnJtz

~

1FREE P.ASTA!1
· Purchase one large order of pasta ana
receive one order of pasta of ·
· · ·equal or lesser value FREE!!
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:SIU men's
'basketball head
coach Bruce
Weber takes a,
few minutes after
practice to speak
with Magic95.1's
Mike Reis. Weber
- has warranted a·
'lot more attention
from the media.
since he guided
the Salukis to the
Sweet 16 of last
year's NCAA
,tournament

STORY BY • CHRISTOPHER MORRICAL

Last }-car, SIU men's basketball
head coach Bruce Vv'eber was so
swamped with requests for intr:niews,
he was forced to hold a national relc:confercnce from the Communications
Building.
It is hard to imagine Bruce Weber's
days being as hectic and busy as they
were during the Salukis' Su-cet 16 run
last season, but C\'m the d2.y before a
regular se:t._<on game prm-cd to be filled
uith media inteniews, meetings and a
practice in which Weber got physiCllly
im-o!ved.
Now, "ith the Salukis sitting atop
the Missouri Valley Conference, tied
,vith Creighton, Weber and his team
are facing an increase of media attention including ESPN and Shadow Boo::
Entemirunent, which is on campus
filming a documentary that could later
be 2ll'Cd onMTY, pending the Salukis'
success.

Tucsd3y, the d3y before the Salukis
"-crc m face Wichita Stare, Weber
allowed DAILY EGYPTIAN photogr.iphcrs and reporter . Christopher
Morrical to follow him around so
fans could understand the daily life
of a mid-major college • basketball
program.
.
This is a d3v in the: life of Bruce
Weber.
•

headed to his office to spend the next
half-hour opening mail and returning
phone calls.
"Sometimes you Clll to find out
about an opponent," Weber said.
"Maybe we're pla)ing 'Wichita and
Wichita played Tuls:i. We'll Clll the
Tulsa coach to get some info."
Weber also talked to Assistant
Coach Rodney \Vatson about the
Salukis' travel plans for the next week.
Around 10:30, Weber joined
other coaches on the Valley's weekly
teleconf=nce, an over-the-phone
intr:nicw process where people Clll
in to ask the coaches questions. The
show was delayed and Weber was on
for more than half an hour. Reporters
asked him questions about the Salukis'
bench and Creighton, among other
things.
At 11, Weber did a telephone
interview with the local newspaper.
There were more questions about the
Salukis' upcoming opponents.

a.m.

11 :30

Preparation for

practice

\Veber is awoken C\'l!I}' morning at
6:45 a.m. by two alarm clocks at his
home on the outskirts of Carbondale.
He admits he isn't much <1f a morning
person and ofu:n stays up late watching basketball or waiting for one of his
roaches to call
'
The rest of the family, "ife Megan
and their three d3u.;hters, g,-t up
about the same time. \Veber knew he

A coaches meeting took place at 11:
30 to discuss the iOC!'ming opponent
the next night.
Assistant coach· Chris LoweJy
presented the scouting reports and
gamcplan. Watson clipped tape before
thecoacheshcadedofftolunch. Weber
doesn't cat lunch, but ifhe gets hungry,
he munches on pret:zcls or an apple.
"I ha\--c cut back on Diet Pepsi,"
\Veber said. "I used to drink fo-c or six
a day. Now I tty to stay at two or three.
I think I get more wmk done during
lunch because no one is around. People
don"t seem to Clll during· that time
because thev are at lunch."
At 1:30 p.m., ,ideotape of the
Indiana State game was ·watched and

:~:'!~;~es!:~~:~~~!~:::

the coaches broke down the plar~-

6:45 am. Waking up for family
time

•
2 p.m. Last practice before
·] don't gn-c much time to my . Wichita State
family so in the morning I'm !t)ing to
· Practice began with Wrhc:r talking
be around them,~ Weber said. •] help to his coaches as the playcs stretched
make breakfast if anyone needs help. on the floor of the court.
] make lunches. \Ve rum: a routine
"Come on," Weber said. "Let's get
like with little chores. Taking the am"C:ttgoing!"
dishes out of the dishwasher, getting
As the drills started, Weber didn't
the launruy going, a ,-ariety of things just stand by and watch. He got
like that."
im-oh-cd. After telling the men on the
Weber made a sandwich for his floorwhattheplaywouldbe,hepassed
}trung:st daughter, Emily. She usu- theballandtriedtoblocktheplaycsas
ally.has peanut butter, bur today it was they came past. Hewasnearlyrun·m-cr:
.
salami. His nm older daughters are in a few limes.
high school, so he gn-es them money to
Deeper into practice, Weber
g:, Ollt for lunch.
from one side of the court to the other.
After a breakfast of half a bagel, offering advice m· the; defense and then
orange juice and a ,it:uni11 supple- to the offense.
menr, and with the kids heading off
-:We're not going to beat Wichita
to school, the Wcbers' family time and Creighton if the bench play~ like
is interrupted for an ESPN radio it did at Indiana State," Weber said as
intenicw at 8:10 a.m. The station,
based out of St. Louis, asked him
about upcoming games, especially
Creighton. The intenicw, howC\-cr, ·
only took 10 minutes.
•
\Vith that done, Weber nmv
focused his attention to his wife, the
family's dogs and exercise. At 8:30, the
couple took their two dogs - Daisy,
a poodle-like dog and i-cnny, a lab
- for a walk. The excursion cm-crs
about twt> miles in a half hour.
"It's good for me to spend some
time with my wife," Weber said. ·
"We'll just talk about tht: kids and·
what's going on that d3y and what we
need to do and things like that." .
The walk could not last any longer. •
\Veber had another radio interview to
c1o at 9:10 a.m.
1rus lime it was a radio show finm
Chicago. Weber admits he docsn'!
rcClll the name of it Like the St.
Louis station, he is a.~aboutplaying
Creighton later in the week.
·
to make the most ofit.

-»eed ·

9:45
('

..

am. off to work·

Arriving at Lingle. Hall in· the
SIU A."Ctl:t around 9:45 a.m., Weber

... ,.

.

.

.

:

.·

·.
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one of th~ pla)-s was messed up.
Practice lasted about two hours, a
cut-dmm from the three hours it was
before the season started. · •
At 4 p.m. practice is m-cr, but it was
lime for more intcrviC\,-s including one
with Mike Reis, the Salukis' play-byplayannoun=. ·

4 p.m. Post-practice activities
Thetcammctinthelockerroomto
watch the game tape oflndiana State.
Weber sat next to the relc,,-ision in
order to work the VCR buttons..
"You\-c got to be coming," \'Veber
said pointing at the=. "You\.,, got
to be coming. Spread the defense out
alittle."
At one point \Veber h=une so
animated that he stood up and ran his
finger across the = n as ifhe had a
telcstrator.
These meetings are designed to
help gn-e the Salukis an edge m-cr the
other team. Weber said some pla)-crs
can learn from just the reports and the
tape, but some need to go through a
walk-through, which \\ill be done at
the practice before the game.

Fall= on the phone as he dim-c to the int=~ in you ~gain. Do' }'OU want
that?"
Salukis' scouting meeting.
Weber explained some schools
Once there, Weber sat behind the
playas as they watched the Univcsity will put the athletes in a hotel before
ofKcntuckygame on television and ate a home game to get them away from
the other students, but since SIU can't ·
carry-out from Applebec's.
Wc:bcr shuffled through a stack of afford that, the Salukis ha\--c these
papers and glanced up to comment on meetings.
The pla)-crs started to lea,•e and
a play on television before it ,vas time
Weber \\-cnt back to his office. He
to go o.-crthe Salukis' opponent.
At 9:50, the team watched film "-cnt through the d3y's mail and
· footage of Wichita State and coaches watched more tape ,vith the coaches.
commented on what the Salukis had to He planned on being home around
· do to contain the Shockers.
midnight.
By 10:15, the television was off.
"That's enough," \Vcber said. Midnight and back home again
With the children in bed for the
"We've got the message."
Weber spoke with the team, night, Weber said he hoped to ha,-c a
hoping to get the point across that it snack of popcorn \\ith his wife while
shouldn't look past Wichita State to watching SportsCcnter.
Creighton.
Reporter Christopher M11TTUal
"We've got media back here,"
\'Veber said. "l\-c done 'three radio
ean be rrarlxd al
cmorrical@daiJJ-cg}'ptian.com
intenric,,,-s today. They're getting

Do You Smoke?

Upgrade

5:15 p.m. More interviews and a
little more family time
Weber returned to his office to find
Mitch Holthus, the Valley reJc,,-ision
announ=, waiting to talk \\ith him.
They talked until 6:15.
At this point, Weber ,vas finally
able to lea,-c. He picki:d up Emily from
horse riding lessons and headed liome.
The fanuly sat dmvn together for
a lasagna dinner before Weber found
the Purdue game on telrnsion. \Vcber
used to be an assistant coach \\ith the
Boilermakers.
W~ then helped Emit)•"ith her
social studies homework, quizzing her
on the contents ofan upcoming test.
At 8:55, it was time for a tr:? back
to the Arena.

,,:;:tr,:5'~"'~... :
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9:15 p.m. Back to work
Weber talked with rcauit Randal

lired ~f yellow teeth? Qrownish tongue?
Improve your kisser with FREE t~h\cleanings right here
on campus. Bring this coupon to the,SIUC Dental Hygiene
Clinlc and SIUC students can get a free dental cleaning,
a free oral cancer screening and •free nicotine replacement
patches or gum to help you qui! smo!<lng. Don't wait. .• give
your mouth something to smile about! Just call for an
appointment. 453-8826
l

.,.I ·~~.

·t/fv@A~
•j
WannaQuitS~~ldng? •

•. vr'w.tofjvefree.com

• While Supplies l.aS!

.JUSICA ~MONDS -

DAILY EC1PTJAN .

Weber shouts out instructions during practice"Tuesday aft~moon.

In his fifth year at SIU,~Weber.still gets physically involved in practice

often in order to help his te~m remain among the best in the Valley.

·Ii~
W.- Quh5mokingf

www.tolivefree.com

' ·

Bring tithis coupon fora
FREE teeth cleaning.
Call fof Appoinbnent 453"8826
· Deiita} Hygien!! Clinic
18.ASA Building
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SIU women
look to get_

on track'..
Ethan Erickson

Daily Egyptian
If the SIU women's basketball
team still wants to achieve its goal of
a sixth-place finish in the Missouri
Valley Conference, it had better ·get
its firs; league win soon.
But that won't come easy; as
the Salukis will ha\'C to talt-: on a
full-court pressing, run"and·gun
Creighton te.tm tonight at 7 p.m. in
Omaha,Neb.
The Bluejays (9-4, 2-2 l'vlVC)
arc attempting to rebound from two
road losses decided by a combined
three points, while SIU is still trying
to find the win column in conference
play after losing its first three Valley
games.
'
In order to pull off the upset, the
Dawgs will have to find an answer
for the Bluej.iys' full-court defense.
"\\le're not as good offensively
if we can't turn people over in our
full-court defense; said Creighton
head coacli Jim Flanery, who's in his
first year at the helm after spending
}(\ years as :m assistant with. the
Blu;jays.
·
But the Salukis {4-7, 0-3 MVC}
foci confident playing against the
Creighton press, which is similar to
their own.
"If we run our press break ag:unst
them and just re:illy look to get the
ball up the floor, I don't think we'll
have any problems with it; said
senior guard Molly hlcDowell, SIU's
leader in scoring and numerous other
offensive categories. .
The press could also speed up the
i,r.ime, which would hamper forw:ird
Tiffany Crutcher's :ibility to help the
Salukis e.xploit their superior size
inside.
Crutcher played only three
minutes in SIU's last game Saturday
against EvatlS\ille because of a foot
injury that limited her effectiveness
in the fast-paced 95-85 loss.
But ifshe can play, Crutcher could
dominate in the paint.
~Creighton's not as strong inside,"
Crutcher said. "They're more of a
shooting-oriented team."
Creighton is :i :rather streaky team,
hut SIU has the ability to weather
the«e spurts, as evidenced by several
big comebacks already this season.
MUnfortunately we're ii t6m· tjlat
is used to tc:ims making runs on us:
and we've always come back,"·said·
SIU head coach Lori Opp, .

LESTER E. MURRAY - DAILY EGYPTIAN

SIU junior point guard Dana Pinkston looks for an open teammate
. against-Southwest Missouri.State earlier this month. Pinkston and'
the Salukis will have their- han_ds full tonight when they face a tough,
Creighton defense in Omaha, Neb.
·
·
·
··
At the he.td of every· Bluejay pressure, ar.d . Heiden ,\ill ha\·e to
spurt is the talented backcourt . tum her three-inch height advantage
trio of Christy Neneman, Laura into points and rebounds.
Spanheimer and Dayna Fmch.
~Heiden at the four spot is going
Neneman, who leads her team to be sigrufic:intly t:illcr and stronger
in scoring, assists and rebounding, than our four player; Flanery s:ud,
earned the conference's player of the adding that his team is used to being
year honors last year as a sophomore. outsized. "That's why we try to play
.
Spanheimer, a sophomore point up and down:
guard; -:m:ragcs more than 12 points
_ ,And Creighton will have a little
per g:une. The lightning-quick floor extra. motiv:ation to keep the Salukis
general also shoots 53 percent from winless in conference play. The
three-point range for the Bluejays, Blucjays, who were pic.1-cd to ~ t
who lead the league with nearly eight as conference champs, now,nt b fifth
treys per game.
place at 2-2.
A 5-foot-6 junior guard; Fmch
•J was worried about a little bit of
gives her team a third legitimate a hangoYcr effect," Flanery said. •But
scoring threat.
we\,: practiced well and our spirits
The key to the Salukis' offensive seem to be good. We wouldn't have
success is McDowcll, w~o happens to won the league last year if v.,: didn't
be a rather t:ilented guard hcrscl£
ha\,: some toughness."
Flanery said stopping McDowell,
But Crutcher believes that the
who scorecl 35 in her last outing, is S;tlukis ,\ill reap the benefits of their
important for Creighton to snap its relentlessness this wet:'..end.
"\Ve're ready for a win," Crutcher
two-g:une losing strt:ak.
•Hm-ing her play well probably said. "We\,: been working hard. I
gives the rest of her team a lot of think it's going to co·me thi~ weekend, definitely."
confidence,"'. F1a11ery said, . · · ,
· • Saluki forward Jodi Heiden. and
: point guard Dana Pinkston· will have
&porter Ethan Eridson
to have some ronfidenci: as wclL
amhen:athedat
ccrickson@dailyegyp~;in.com
Pinkston will be key in handling the

I hate to bun.t your bubble
Carbondale, but Xyle Kon-er is not
the spawn ofSat:in. Actually, he's the
son of a minister. Ifhe makes it in the
EG11'TIA1', the school newspaper NBA he will be a white Grant Hill.
of his arch-ri,-al, and talking to a
Ithurtsmeasmuchasithu_rrsyou.
reporter he must ha\,: known hated I want to hate him bad it hurts, but
him.
he's just too nice of a guy.
But he did 1.01 seem to c:ire.
But this does not mean Saturday's
Kon-er saw me as a human being, g:une \\ill· not_ be interesting. Yes,
and though l did not want to, I had to the intellectual sedati,,'C known as
respond in !und.
.
perspective takes :i bit away from this,
It was a conversion worthy of but the fact re.-nains that Creighton is
Darth Vader right before Luke took No. 13 in the nation and SIU docs
his mask off.
possess a chance in Detroit, I mean
And at the end of the interview hcll, to beat the Blucjays.
came the "clincher. Kon't:r, a 6-7,
This game is bigger than the win
210-pound basketball st:ir, politely over No. 24 Indiana last year. The
expressedhisworryofbcing,-icwedas Salukis will see national attention
cocl,1· or a bad person. I was shocked ag:iin with a win Saturday as well
he cared, and was speechless because a as a quality victory to impress the
half,hour as?• that 'Y:!S cx:icdywhat I NCAA toumw1ent ·selecticn. com~
had thought of him. I s:iid don't worry mittec. A win over Creighton would
mean that SIU has defeated· Notre
:ind the inter\-iew l\':lS o,i::r.
The
he sbouid not 1--.a,i:: Dame and Nebraska by association,'
worried was bcc:iuse he gave me not to mention make the Salukis the
nothing to use against hiin }1:t ga\,: team· to beat in the lJiissoo,ri Ja11ey
me enough information to write a Conference.
. , _, _ - ·
:,
rde\':lnt :md interesting story. ffo ani ·
That, and that:Jone, should cause'
athletes reading, that is a grcat_wai ti> . Saluki. fans to
ancl
scream at the tcbision. If it is not;.
rccci,i:: _positn\: pre3S.) •· -
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so

reason

seek psychiatric help or e-mail me.
It's OK, l\'C been there.
\Vho knows? Maybe Kon-er v.ill
sust:iin an injury through the natural
course of time and SIU will win the
Valley. Or maybe Creighton will staµ .
to pby poorly. Hopefully, the team.
will fall flat on its face.
Hare Creighton, but do not hate
KJ1e Kon-er. It's the equh':l!ent of
hacr,g Saddam Hussein but loving
the non-baslictball plaJing people of
I:raq:-;-- it's not impossible.
Replace Kon-er dartboards ,\ith
Creighton logos or _better }1:t Joe
Dabbert or Brody Deren; two lesserknown Blucjays. I w.'C not talked to
them, so they an: not' people in the mind of the twisted sports fan.
But ifyou,:irc an inscnsimi:: ind
hcarµess sports fan; continue to abuse
Kon'cr. in your ininds_-and prepare _
to bum effigies_and make him feel
uncomfortabl~ :. _- when Croghton
comes to town on March 1. .
If Creighton wins on Saturday, I'll_
joinypii.-:_
:s::

·:·:.<:-,:: :;:~.
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MVC
Illinois St 46, SMS 60
Wichita St 64, s. Illinois 69
Drake 57. Bradley 72,

Evansville 56, Creighton 93
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SIU nearly blows lead but holds on to
defeat \Vichita, remain unbeaten in MVC
Jens Deju
Daily Egyptian

Throu~hout the first 39 1/2
minutes ·of \Vednesday night's
game, SIU senior guard Kent
\Villiams was near!\' non-existent
on the offcnsi,·e end:
Howe,·er, like a true ~tar player,
\Villiams made an impact when it
counted most as he hit four free
:hrows in the foul 19 seconds of
the "ame to seal a 69-64 J'\lissouri
\'all;,. Conference Yictor\' oYer
\\'ichita State ~nd exte~d the
Salukis · home winning streak to
20 games.
\ \'illiams, who finished with 11
pnin:s, said he just wasn't getting
the ,>pen shots he is accustomed to
.md didn't want to force any shots
and ('nt the Salukis (10:3, 5-0
:-.1\'C) in a bad spot.
:\t rhe sJmc time, he was confi,l,·nt he would ,;ct a chance to make
.m imp~.:-r.
·J knew it was going to come
time where if we're winning at the
e,id of the game, they're g'oing to
,rarr fouling, and I was probably
go:ng to haw the ball and need to
kno,k them in,"\Vilfams said.
\Villiams free throws ended
a 15-3 nm b,· the Shockers who
roared back fu,: when it seemed
they were going '" be blown out of
rhe gym as they\\ ere last vear when
the,· lost 7S-5S at the SIU Arena.
'fhis time around, howen·r,
the young ~hockers rallied behind
.-\aron Hogg, who finished \\-ith
a team-high 20 points, and Jamar
Howard, who finished with
15 points and a game-high 12
rebounds, fo gi,·e the Salukis a
major scare.
Following the game, Sil' head
coach Bruce \Vcber had nothing
hut praise for the Shockers (8-5, 3":
1 ;\lVC) and said he expects them
to finish as one of the lop teams in
the J'\l\'C.
"\Vichi ta has 'Uade hig strides
from last war,- \\'cbcr said. "Thcv
kicked ou; fannies [at \\'id:itaJ :ind
they were just awful a: this place. It
wasn't e,·en a game."
\Vhile \Villiams was quiet
throughout m~t of the game, an

unexpected surge came from senior
forn·ard Jermaine Dearman who
rebounded from one of his worst
games of the season last Saturday
against Indiana State to post a
career-high 26 points on 12-of-16
shooting.
Despite the huge numbers,
Dearman, like \Villiams, wasn't'
forcing the issue on the offcnsi,·c
end.
"I-le caught fire, but at the same
time he stayed within himself,"
\Villiams said.
"He was seeing the double teams
when the\' were there and if there
weren't d~uble teams, he was being
smart with it and he was taking his
man one-on-one.
~1r was a great all-around game
for him.Dearman also had se,·en
rebounds and a blocked shot with
commitringjust one tumm·er.
:\iter going into the locker
room tied ~t 3()-30 at halftime, the
S.tlukis ,aught fire and went on a
20-8 run to start the scccond half,
much to the pleasure of\\'eber,
At the same time, \Velier was
also displeased with the way the
Salukis ended the game in allowing
the Shockers to push his team to
the final seconds.
"I lo,·e the run, the energy we
played with in the second half to
get it up to 10 or 12," \Veber said.
"} don't like some of our decisions [late in the game} ... so that's
disappointing that we couldn't finish i• and we got i: as close as it
got."
\Vebcr said c,·cn though one
usually likes winning big at home,
this was the type of game he w;is
hoping for as the Salukis prepare
for a showdc,wn with No. 13 ranked
Creighton on Saturday in Omaha,
:--cb., in a first place confcren,e
showdown.
"If we had blown them out, it's
probably not good,- \Vcber said. "I
told them we ',aye to ha\'e a fear
factor going [into CreightonJ.After a 93-56 ,·icton· o,·cr
E,·ans,·iJl \\'ednesday night, the
. llluejays imprm·ed to 14-1 on the
season and boast an identical 5-0
J'\IVC mark with the Salukis going
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SIU head coach Bruce Weber shouts at his players during the first
half of the Salukis' 69-64 win over Wichita Wednesday night. With
the win, the Dilwgs improved to 5-0 in the conference.
into the nationally tele,-ised game
this weekend.
Dearman agreed with his coach's
as;essment that ha,ing to fight
until the final second helps for the
Creighton game and said if the
starters had been able to rest after
20 minutes or so they never would
ha,·e been ready to fa~e the Bluejays, ·
especially on the road.
"You go to Creighton and you've
got to expect a dogfight," Dearm_an
said. "For us to ha,·c a chance to
\\in, you\·e got to play the whole
40 minutes.
"'lou've got to expect a close
game, but this kind of gets us ready
for that situation."

ReJ,,,-rfrr]em Dtj.,
ran be rrarhtd at
jdeju@dailyeg:iptian.com

l_s_·a_l_ukis:69,~S_
hock_e'rs''Ei4__·.1.
~ _
WJOilTA ST. (64)-Aaron Hegg 7-14,
3-3, 20; Jamar Howard 6-18, 2-7, 1S;
Paul Miller 3-B, 2-2, a; Randy Bums
2-13, 2-2, 7; Rob Kampman 2-4, 2-3,
6; Matt Clark 2-6, 0-0, 5; Bret Wise 1·
1, 1-2, 3. Totals 2:S-66, 12-19, 64.
S. ILUNOIS (69). Jermdine Dearman
12-16, 2-4, 26; Stetson Hairston 5-12,
4-4, 14; Kent Williams 2-9, 6-7, 11;
Darren Brocks 5-14, 0-1, 10; Brad
Korn 2-4, 0-0, 5; Bryan Turner 1-3,
0-0, 2; Josh Warren 0-1, 1-2, 1. Totals
27-62, 13-18, 69.

Ha!ftime score: Wichita 30, SIU 30. 3-point
field goals: Nichit, 6-19 (Hogg 3-6, 1•. ward
1-3,0ark, t-3,Sums 1·6,Stevenl>-J).51U2·
II ()(om 1·2, Wilfiams l-3, Tumer0-1, H•ir•
ston 0-2, s,ooks 0-3}, Rebounds: Wkhila 42
(Howar<! 12). SIU 45 (Dearman 7). Assists:
\\lichita 8 (Hcv,ard 3). SIU 9 (4 tied with 2).
Tctal fouls: Wichita 2l. SlU 21. Attendance:
7,030. Remrds: Wichita 8-5 (3-1 MVq. SIU
10-3 (5-0)

Kyle Korver is a c'=rty, ugly
horrid human being w!io should
be C:1St into the deepest pits of
darkest hell. He is a poor cxruse
for :1 basketb.U player and I \\ish a
plague upon him. His molher was
a hamster, and his father smelled
of Eldcrbcrril's!
That is the sc111imcnt I shan=d
\\ith many Saluki fans for the past
year or so. I ~ught out "Kuck
ForYcr"T-shirts and threw darts at
a picture ofKom,rwithfriends. In ,
all honesty, I w:isperformingsemicrcdible mod0<1 rituals in order to
disrupt his game and hoping he
would sustain a career-ending
injul'}:
111e hatred was flo"ing
through my Yeins and 1 was happy
on the dark side. Kon·er was not
a human being but an obstacle
blocking my school's team from
another NCAA tournament.
But then something happened
to disrupt my one-track mind and
sap the \'icious loathing from my
blood. It also took some fun from
Saturday's nationally teleYised
Creighton· SIU game.
I talked to him.
I talked to KYie Kon·er m·cr
the phone for a f~aturc story, and
much to my chaj,>rin, he was a
:;wellgu):
He was polite, answered all
the questions wdl and was sincere
throughout. Kon·er h,15 talked to
Sports lllustrntcd, b«n praised
by Dick Vitale and will play ir the
NBA. Yet here he was, gi,ing a
half-hour intenicw to the DA!!.Y
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Dearman scores career--high in victory over Shockers
Michael Brenner

attributed Dcarman's perfomuncc to
incn:a;r.d dfort and the \l\'ichita State
defense, "hid1 elected not to play a
A l:nle girl's challenge in Terre com'Clltioll3.! defen<e against Dcamun.
Haute, Ind., may ha~-c cost Wichita
"Jermaine ob\iously h:id one of his
State TUC5day night's game.
bestgames,"V,'eber said. "lneydecidcd
Follcming Jcrm:une D=man'• not to post-trap. He also did a good job
seven-point, threc-tumm'Cl' perfor- of opening up and seeing the court and
mancc at Indiana State Sar..rd:t); :i lirJe. ,..it making them mm-c too soon when
girl came out of the stands and said to they did post-trap."
him, "You play better on T\~"
Shod=' coach Muk Twgcon said
"I took th:.t p=,nal," Dearm:in Kent Williams' three-point shooting
said of the little girl's heclde. "I trok ability was the reason for sh)ing away
that as a challenge."
·
from Dearman.
Dearman responded with a perfor."l didn"t want Kent Williams to get
mance efficient enough to ID2kc Hcruy his,"Twgcon said. "But [Dearman] was
Ford blush. A 47-pen:cnt shooter m:iking rough shots, double pumping
from the field coming into Ti=by, in the lane and trutldng shot files and
Dearman put down 12 of his 16 field- stepping through. He was just good."
Lest in the sludow of a Saluki vicgoal attcmp1S and saned a ca=-high
26 poina in only 28 minutes.
!OrY.and the2StoUlldingperformancc of
Daily Egyptian
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SIU senior forward Jermaine

~earman poured in a career-high

26 points and grabbed seven
rebounds in the Dawgs' 69-64

win - o\-er Wichita Wednesday
night at the SIU Arena.

SIU head <=ch. Bruce Weber

Dc:uman W:15 Aaron Hogg. Dc:uman's

high schoo! teammate from \ Varren
Centr:tl High School in Indianapolis.
Hogg came off th-. bench for
Wichita to lead the team in l,C'Oring
\\ith 20 points on 7 of14 shooting. He
also added si.~ rebounds.
'
Dearman knew Hogg would gn-c
his best effort 10 shm,· him up and
Dearman said that SCf\'Cd as extra
ino:ntn-c Tuesday night.
"It was a bunch of rruxed emotions
running tonight," Dearman said of
pla}ing against Hogg,non,ith him, for
the first time in his life. "I didn't want to
have any nuxcd emotions when he was
out on the floor."
The two talked to each other up
and down the court :ill night, but in '
the end, D=man said he had the fin:tl
won:1-lill:r.llly. Hogg looktd dtjectcd
after the game anci said ,-ay little while
Dc::uman, giddy after the win, w:is fu

from silent.
"We had some talking going on
during the !,'3llle. A little bit of trash
talking, but not 100_ mucl1. He had a
big 1,r.une tro, he had 20 off the bench,
but \\'C got the win."
De:um:uis previous career-high was
25 points against Georgia during last
year's NCAA tournament. He played
33 minutes in that game and said he
was suipriscd he w:is able to scorc so
much in so little time.
"I would ha,-e thought ifl had my,
career high I would haii: been somcwhac in the 30s," Dearman said. "In
the fust half I had a few fouls and had
to come out. fm just glad the team was
able io rover for me :uid keep the game

close."

Rrpcnrr Midxul Brmnrr
ftln ~ rouhcd al

mbrcnru:r@dailJq~)'Ptiari.com

